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PART I
HISTORY OF ATTEIvIPTS TO ADiiPT EDUCATIONAL
PROCEDUREo TO INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCEo IN PUPILS

HISTORY OF ATTZI^IPTS TO ADAPT ELUCATIOITAL
PROCEDURSo TO IITDIVIDUaL DIFFSREKCSo IIT PUrlLS
In the time of John Milton (1608-1674) there seems to
have "been an attempt to adapt education to actual living
in a real vorld, and to prepare young people for the concrete
duties of life, and it v.'as usually suggested that the "breadth
of viev.' necessary for this could "be obtained best through
travel under the care of a tutor. This tendency in educational
procedure vas called "social re::lism" and emphasized the
development of all the abilities in each pupil so that he
might fit in the best possible wa.y into ohe exciting social
life, and at the same time contribute and raise the level of
the social strata.
Francis Bacon (1561-1626) in his formulation of the
"inductive" method made the first real attempt to put education
on a scientific basis. As a "sense realist" he did much to
shape the spirit of modern education v.liich is placing much
importance on tests and measurements in education.
Ratich, the spiritual ancestor of Testalozzi, Froebel
and Plerbart anticipated many of the principles of modern
pedagogy. In his precept, "Follov the order of nature" he
emphasized the development of individual talents through
actual experience. He would provide "life situations" in
the ecucational program.
Coraenius maintained that there should be one system of
schools for all. He v/as three centuries in advance of his
time in the advocation of a system of education similar to

4the plan now "bein^: used in the United States. He Relieved
that each child should be educated as far as his capacities
v'ould allov.'.
Locke a£reed vvith Montaigne that education is hest secured
throu£-h personal attention, hut v.as unahle to reconcile this
plan to a scheme for general public education. Ke believed
in education in Vv'hat is nov. included in extra curricular
activities. He called this a necessary part of an intellectual
education, snd believed that the activities in v.hich the
individual engaged should be adapted to his capacities.
In Francke's (1663-1727) schools the individual pupil
v/as studied and there was a direct application of studies to
daily life. However, it remained for Rousseau (1712-1778) to
start a ne^' principle in education. Through his appeals the
child has become the center in modern education. Although he
divided the pupils development into too definite stages, he
shows that there are "characteristic differences in different
stages"
.
Pestalozzi (1746-1327) in his educational creed says that
teaching must follow the path of development and that the
individuality of the pupil must be sacred for the teacher.
Pestalozzianism began to appear in the United States in the
early ninteenth century through the seventh annual report
(1843) of Horace Mann, and through the inauguration of the
Osv ego methods by Dr. Edward A. Sheldon. Pestalozzi' s industrial
education was introduced by William C. V/oodbridge and Miss Mary
Carpenter, and by the institution of special types of colleges
and schools to provide a broader type of education and to
provide additional educational opportunities for pupils whose

minds do not permit them to pursue with satisfactory progress
the formal type of classroom work.
Froetel (178B01352) believed that pupils could te
trained in self expression throu^^h play. He ori^'inated the
kindergarten. Ke insisted upon connectedness "between all the
sulD elects of the course of study, "because of a feeling of
dependence upon a higher "being and "between school and life.
His general method was that of self activity. "Individuality
must he developed through activity, and self-hood gives it
rightful place as the guide to the child's powers wl.en
exercised in learning. This is "both a process of self-
realization and socialization and is directly connected \:ith
the principle of creativeness .
"
Horace Mann (1796-1859) "believed in a universal and free
education of the highest order, Imt it was Spencer (1320-1913)
who worked out the relative value of studies and made sensi"ble
comhir ations of the theoretical relormers.
On this foundation the special studies of the placement
of pupils have "been made. From the early ungraded rural schools
the ur"ban school systems of twelve grades has "been evolved as
an economical way of education for the masses.
By 1847 the Quincy Grammar School of Boston had set the
model of the nev type of central community school house.
Henceforth, for the town and city youth at last, education
was to "be given via "classes". ilacS education slowly formed.
Children were graded horizontally, roughly in accordance
v^ith chronological age. For three quarters of a century
school reformers have "been trying to undo the evils of a
rigid graded system.

6Because the courses and grades were planned for the
"averafe-e" child, the ^iftedL and mentally limited children
"bef-an to shov. up as problems in adjustment. 'ATiat to do vith
the child v;ho does not fit into t-,e "loc>. step" plan has been
w the main reason for many experiments in educational procedure
durirg* V e last decade.
V/illiam T. Harris, superintendent of St. Louis Schools
aimed at the developments of a more fie., ihle promotion plan than
the grade promotion. This plan attracted national attention
and resulted in the development of the "double track" pleji of
Cambridge and Santa Barbara "concentric circle plan". Frederick
Burk's materials of ins true tior , various schemes for sui:ervised
study, cr- dit for quality and standardized methods of marking
the vork of pupils resulted finally in the nation vvide ipovement
for the creation of the Junior High School.
A survey of current practices in curriculum revision, curriculum
making in the public high schools, progressive practices in making
state and rural school courses of study, and curriculum construction
at Detroit in the tv.'enty-ninth Year Book of the National Society
for the Study of Education shows that little or no provision
is made for the maladjusted child and little attempt to plan
the courses so as to reduce the number of cases of retardation.
The unit activities curriculuiri in the public schools of }^urlington,
lov/a, shifts the point of view of the teacher from subject matter
to human activities; to enrich living, and provides some opportunities
to deal intelligently Vvith individual differences in pupils. The
Winnetka curriculum under superintendent Carleton V^ashburn
maintains that every child has a right to master those knov.ledges
and skills vhich he vill probably use in life; every child has
r
a ri^ht to live naturally, happily, and fully as a child;
human progress depends or: the development of each individual to
his full capacity; the v.elfare of human society reouires the
development of a strong social consciousness in each individual.
The philosophy of modem education is nov generally
accepted j^.nd many national educators have formulated plans for
child centered schools. Jesse H. lTev;lon, of Teachers College,
Columbia, V'alter Cocking of St. louis, Llissouri, Ethel I. oalishury
of Los Angeles, Claifornia, are some of the pioneers in the
field of putlic education who feel that a more satisfactory
promotion plan should he instituted in the public schools.
The private laboratory schools of the University of Chicago;
Columbia University; State University of lovva; the McDonald
County Missouri Experimental School; Francis S. Parker School,
Chicago, Illinois; Beaver Country School, Nev; York City; The
y.'alden School, ITev/ York City; University of Missouri; School of
Organic Education, Fairhope, Alabama, are conducting educational
experiments which may give us a new davn in educational
procedures conducive to a cetter articulation of life situations
and school curriculum.
it
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PART II
THE PROBLEM CY RETARDATICN AMD
MALADJUSTKEl^T
/
PROBLEMS
1. To study the causes of maladjustment and retardation of
pupils in sections of the United otates, assuinin£: that these
sections are tj^pical of conditions as they are generally
found, and to determine v;hat has been done and what can he
done to improve the situation.
2. To investigate the causes of retardation in Everett,
Massachusetts and su^^est remedial measures.
DEFINITIOIT OF TERMS
Studying the Situation : Citing examples of cases of retardation
and maladjustment which are typical of conditions as they are
generally found in the United States.
Causes : Factors v/hich prevent all pupils from progressing from
grade to grade in accordance vith the standard promotion
requirement
.
Remedial Heasures : Any scheme in school administration or class-
room procedure v.hich v/ill make for "better adjustment of the in-
dividual child and decrease the amount of retardation.
Maladjustment : A pupil is maladjusted if he is so situated in
school that he is not realizing the full henefit of all factors
which malce for the proper and full development of his "body emd mind.
Retq.rclation : A pupil is considered retarded if he is incapable of
performing the tasks required of the majority of pupils of
corresponding chronological age.
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STUDYIITG THE oITUAT I ON
Conditions
An investigation into corditions existing ir various school
systems reveals a wide divergence in plans for pupil progress
through the schools' systems as veil as a great difference in
the systems themselves. Inquiries into practices pertaining to
placement of pupils seem to indicate that "by far too many pupils
are "being required to repeat full years of prescrihed v;ork.
Although in Seattle, v-ashington, in 1910-192S, the increased
enrollment v.as 40ff in grades 1-6, 78ff in grades 7-9, ajid 192fo in
grades 10-12, 90f'' w; re not getting full "benefit of schools. (1)
In Chicago the pupil enrollment in 1912-1912 remains atout
the same up to grade 6. There it gains from 4^ to lOf^ in the
9th grade, and 5f& in grade 12, vith 30fc of the pupils not
receiving full benefit of the schools.
In 3? cities of 100,000 inhabitants or more in the survey
made in 1923 of all those v.ho entered grade I only 16. 6/^ v^'ere
in grade XII. There v:as a very noticeable decrease in the number
of pupils beginning with the 7th grade. In a Chicago High pchool,
14.6fo failed first semester for three years. In seven mid-western
high schools, 12.9^ failed in all subjects.
In Lockport Township High, 759 enrolled and 279 graduated.
Salt Lake City averaged over one year retardation for each grade.
There was llf^ failure in a class of 640 in Cambridge Latin School.
Note 1. V;'. C. Reavis, Pupil Ad,1ustment, page 64; D. G. Eeath
and Company
f
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Pupils repeating grades is arx accepted, condition in many
large cities in the United states. In Chicago, Illinois,
the eoiiivalent of about thirty schools are kept runnine: full
time simply to care for repeaters. Thirty-five to forty
thousand repeat each semester. The median elementary school
failed to promote one eleventh of its pupil membership (average
school, one- tenth) at the end of the first semester of the school
year 1924-25.
Cne school of 1,533 pupils failed to promote 558.
Another " " 340 " " " " 3.
" " " 1,207 " " " " 110.
Failures in 272 schools:
Median school failed 9.3?^
Average " " 10. Sf^ (1)
Some of the more progreosive educational centers are trying
out various promotion plans in an attempt to decrease the amount
of retardation in the United States. 214 cities promoted tv/ice
a year, 251 promoted at any time, 3 cities 4 times a year,
Stonington, Connecticut, promoted every ten weeks in grade in
same room in elementary grades. Mahoney, Pennsylvania, and
Hutchinson, Kansas, promote by subject. 26 cities provide rapid
movirg sections for gifted children. 122 cities have special
classes. In 1923 there v ere 20 special classes in '..'orcester , 10
in Boston, 5 in Everett, 10 in ITevton. There v;ere 62 coaching
teachers in Pittsburg. Salt Lake City, Denver, iall River, L'ew
ITote 1—Don G. Rogers, Special Sec't to Principals Club of
Chicago, Elementary School Journal, Oct. 1929, pa^e 27.
i
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York City, Detroit and Everett, Llass., have coaching teachers.
Fewton provides special school for "border- .1 ine pupils. (1)
In 1929 in Worcester, s-ome children v. ere promoted "because
the teacher vas hopeful for their success, and others "because
she V as hopeless of it. In most cities the first ^rrade teacher
is the only teacher ol)li£-ed to keep mentally limited children
in her room for several jea.Ts. The special school or une;rac.ed
class removes this "burden from the ^:rades above the first. (2)
According: to A. A. ooutherland the present method of
handlinf^ a mixed g-roup in the same course of study and vith the
same method of recitation and presentations retards the bright
and accelerates the dull, and the damage thus done to their
minds, interests, and attitudes is as yet unmeasurable . If
character, or citizenship, or certain specified a'bilities, or
the mastery of a certain subject matter is the £*oal, approximately
70fo are securing" the vorst possible traininf; for that end.
It cannot satisfy any conscientious teacher to offer one single
"patent medicine" curriculum to all pupils, v.hether advanced
or retarded, vith the expectation that in some mysterious way
the mere exposure to the curriculum is going to lead the child
into habits and knov/ledg-e and power--into citizenship or character.
Under present conditions the bri^.hter 25fo are forming habits of
slack, lackadaisical, superficial attention to work, instead of
Fote Ir-Freelsind, Educational Durvey 192S, pag^-e 106.
Note 2t-E. a. Gallamore, Elementary School, Journal, pare, 19.
October 1925. » ^ ^. .
f
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carrying- into the schoolroom the vi{:-oro"as, determined, joyful
experience of the playground, the field or the camp. The dull
pupils, at the same time, are forminfe' the halDit of letting: the
other fellow do it if the vjork is hard, or if someone else v ants
to do it. Both are 'bein^' injured mentally and spiritually in
g-rov th of habits and attitudes. For the future api.lications
of their efforts, the loss to society is incalculable. (1)
Most progre^TSive educators are agreed that the most serious
v/ealoiess in our educational system of today is the appalling
number of failures by the pupils vjho try to follov; the prescribed
course of study. Promotion standards adopted by various school
systems are generally recognized as the most salient factor
causing school failures. A recent investigation of factors
involved in the most acute Promotion Problems in cities of
30,000 population gives as chief causes:
1. Low mentality and over age -ases
2. Provision for very bright children so as to give them
enough to do vithout promoting them beyond their physical
and social maturity
3. Some small building enrollments v.hich prevent desirable
grouping and adaptations
4. I..ac> of definition of standards
5. Hovf to designate that ajn "x" promotion is on a different
basis from an "z" promotion
Kote 1.--A. A. Southerland, E4th Year Book, page 84.
I
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6. Eow to reduce failures in the first grade. Hov; to detect
unreadiness for reading before pupils are admitted to the
first grade
7. V'hat to do v.ith the pupils v.ho fail in the same sutjest
successively
8. Failure of the parents to understand v.hat the teacher is
trying to do for the pupil
9. '"hat should he the relative emphasis placed upon teacher's
judgment and group tests scores
10. Language difiiculties of pupils from foreign homes
11. ever crov/ded classrooms and too fev coaching teachers
12. IrreeTilar pupil attendance
12. Vvhat to do vith indifferent pupils (1)
Should gifted children "be accelerated is a question being
debated by educators today, a recent investigation was made by
Arthur Kallam of Boston Schools on provision in large cities for
acceleration of pupils. It was found that out of 51 cities
replying to his auestionaire on advantae es of acceleration,
13 found that it provides for individual differences, 14--
economy of time and effort, 4--lessens laziness, 2--ecoromy of
administrations, 2--better classification, 2--ma2-ces school more
interesting, 2--homogeneous grouping, l--enriches child's life
by outside vorl-., 1-- encourages good vork by both pupils and teachers,
l--tasv of instruction simplified, l--advanced pupils feel that
they are advancing, l--meets general approval, l--prevents delinquency
.
O
This and other investigations indicate that the advantages
Fote 1. --Eighth Yearbook, Department elementary School Principals,
April, 1929, page 163.
Note 2. --Eighth Yearbook, Department Elementary School Principals,
page 144.
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of acceleration far exceed the disadvantages.
Dr. Sullivan of Los Ane:ele.s carried out an inves titration
in seventeen elementary schools where the three track plan v.as
used. She concluded that a reclassification according to
percentile performance v;ould be "better. She gave it as follov/s:
A^ove 75th percentiles in several tests of mental ability-
accelerated group.
Betv."een 25th and 75th percentiles-average group.
Below 25th percentiles-retarded group.
She says: "Reclassification on this basis v'ould result in
a still more careful observation of the individual difficulties,
a differentiation on the amount of time necessary in the
separate groups for the processes of perception and association
and memory, more carefully planned material for instruction, and
more frequent 'rel earning' at the point vhere relearning counts
for each child". (1)
C. W. V/ashburn's V/innetka survey indicated clearly that
children do not fall into ability e^.roups except in a moot
general sort of vay. Unless deliberately held together,
children of the same intelligence quotient range scatter widely
in their school progress. It is a fallacy to assume that every
child v'"o is strong either in irtelligenee or in any one subject
is strong in the others. They therefore tend to show that
ability grouping does not make adequate provision for individual
differences. (2)
In considering the efi'ect of absence on retardation
Note l--24th Yearbook ITat. Society for the Study of Educ;ition, P. 29
Note 2--24th Yearbook Nat. Society for the Study of Education, x.33
<
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and. failure in school the study made in the Cambridf.e Latin
School is typical of corditions as i;enerf-illy foiind. Out of--
1797 cases of 0-9 days a'osence l-4?0 of cases repe
851
144
54
209
' 10-19 "
' ao-S9 "
' 50-59 "
' 40-49 "
' 50 or more
59-/^
.ted,
These illustrations shovv that the problem of proper
pupil placement is one of the most serious problems facing
progressive educators today. The folloving chapter
summarizes the causes of retardation and malad.ius tment as
fiven by recent investigators.
(
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FART III
A 3T^Y OF CAUoEo CF
RETARDATI Ci: MlJj MALAj3 JTJSTIvIENT
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In order that a satisfactory plan may "be formulated for
red-acinp the number of cases of pupil failure, the causes of
retardation, causes of maladjustment an.d the rer.sons i'or a small
percentare of failures must "be determined. An investif:ation
must "be made into these conditions.
In a study made by Don Ro£:ers for reasons for a small
percentafe'e of failures, he gives:
I. Careful supervision
a. Much blackboard and other visual vork
b. Much drill material
c. Review classes
d. Gheck-up on progress made on teacher's pro^Tams
e. Achievement tests to measure progress (In one case
these were filed in the principal's office for l?ter
use in chec>.ing progress of irdividual pupils.)
II. Good teaching corps
a. Individual attention given to pupils
b. 7/illingness to v.ork after hours
c. Teacher-principal co-operation
III. Careful administration
a. Classification of pupils into hoiaogeneous groups
b. Provision for individual differences
G. Careful gradir^g early in the semester
d. The child given the benefit of the doubt in promotion
e. Re^nilar attendance of pupils
f. Fo corgested or crowded conditions
g. little turnover of pupils
h. "V;e feel that it is our ;ob to ^fet them through, that
is vhat ve are paid for".
<
IV. C-ood Health conditions
a. CleEOi surromidings ; plenty of fresh air and sunshine
"b. examinations by the Child Study Department
V. American family stock or other hiejh ^-rade nationality
a. To language difficulties
h. Good home surroundings
c. Cooperation of parents
d. School district homogeneous (1)
"24 Year Boo}l--a. A. Southerland, Los Angeles, California
emphasizes the necessity of adapting the school ork to individual
differences. He says: "Pupils differ in school by reason of
the development of the general and special abilities to various
points along a learning curve. This is responsible for the
idiosyncrasies of development of the foundation of apperception
and of activity which in turn put each pupil at a disadv-jitage
and hinder his development in certain abilities vyhich should
grov; out of the underlying matrix. Therefore, different amounts
of time are required by various pupils for the mastery of topics;
different amounts of drill are needed for the development of
abilities; different methods are needed by different pupils;
and pupils vary in their response to environmental conditions.
Their emotional ur^e and interest build inhibitions and facilitations
v/hich further distinguish them as individuals. These differences
should be given the time, effort, and the opportunities for
solution v.'hich their importance for citizenship demands". (2)
ITote 1. --Elementary School Journal, December 1925, F. 273, Don Rogers
xupil Failure. Elementary School Journal, P. 19.
Note 2.--A. A. Southerland, 24th Yearboolc, N.E.A. P. 208.
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C. W. V/ashturn says that complete ir.C-ivid-aal instruction
means developing- the individual on his social side fully as
much as it means developing his initiative and his originality,
and fully as much as it means giving him an opportunity to
master, at his ov.n natural rate, each element in the common
essentials. (1)
In considering causes of pupils' failure, modem educators
seem to he placing considerable emphasis on the physical
conditions of the pupil. The Committee on Health reports that
it is impossible to predict the future progress of pupils vith
hea.rir.g defects and in consecuence all must receive medical
treatment, and special educational provisions must be made for
many. For adequate handlirg of the problem, it v/ill be best
ultimately to establish clinics at the schools.
The deafened child should be considered as a hajidicapped
child, not as deficient, and provision for his education
should be made accordingly. (2)
For reducing pupil failure, segregation according to ability
(based on I.Q. and observation, attitude, subject grades, etc.)
has been suggested by Irwin and Marks. They suggest the
folloving types of classes:
1. Very superior
2. Superior
3. Slightly above average
4. Average classes for normal
Note 1.--C. V;. V'ashburn, 24th Yearboolc, H.E.A. Fa^-^-e 39.
IJote 2. --The Deafened School Child Report of
Committee of Health, TT.E.A. 1929 Page 12.
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5. .Slightly iDelov; for backward
6. Opportunity class, very "baclaard, "but not
mentally defective
7. Ungraded classes much 'oelov/ average mentally-
individual instruction
8. Nenro tic-behavior problem- temperamentally peculiar
and in need of individual study for ad.iustment
9. Physically handicapped
10. Foreign classes-These nev ly arrived (1)
Reaves suggests guidance as a means of reducing
pupil failures "by use of printed mimeograph instruction;
self-^"uidance throu^jh exploration; and self-cTiidance
through curriculum advisors for further education,
personal conduct, consideration of disabilities,
development of intellectual interests and choice of
a vocation. Re recommends studying each individual
as a unit case . ( 2
)
The first tasic in intelligent education is to discover
the amount of development which has already occurred in any
bit of the ravr material which is to be transformed into
effective citizenship; the second is to discover a means to
develop greater ability; and the third is to justify the
method employed by a demonstration of the amount of development
actually achieved.
It is clear that the procedure which it,"nores the amount of
Sibil Ity actually possessed in a given case fails to begin the
tas'r intelligently.
Note 1. --Irwin and Harks, Fitting the School to the Child, P. 96
note 2. --Reaves, Pupil Adjustment, f . 84

E2
A. A. So-atherland says, "Since each individual pupil
possesses a larger amount of some one ability than of onother,
it follows that intelligently directed education demands, that
he v:ork at one level in sulDject A ( which requires the greater
amount of ability) and at a lover rate in suhject 3 (v;hich
requires a less amount of alDility). 31o\me3s of comprehension
of the concepts and values in geography, for instance, req.uire
greater time, more drill, or clearer illumination of purposes;
whereas slowness of comprehension of the concepts and values
in literature require chiefly opportunities to proceed in
accordance with the amount of ability already possessed. (1)
The Gary Schools through their platoon organization, have
made it possible for children who are slow" in any particular
subject to increase the time spent on that subject, at the
expense of some of their play or shop or assembly activities,
or through summer or Saturday v/ork.
In the Stearns School, Newton--K. L. V/inslov/, Principal,
1926-27 the percent of retardation in district was 12fo. Percent
of decrease in retardation over a period of three years by
having small classes was 20'fj while the percent of decrease
in retardation over a period of three years by having special
classes or opportunity classes was 15<5.
The following note from R. D. Allen, Providence, R. I.,
where pupil placement is given special emphasis states:
"We have over 7:b0 pupils in prevocational schools all of v horn
are two or more years over age for their grades chronologically,
but are at age or under age for their grac.e mentally, who learn
rote 1.--A. A. Southerland, 24th Yearbook, p. 192.

slowly, and v/hose education achievement rated them in the lowest
7,0'^ of their grade as a whole. V/e have 700 other children v.ho
are still more retarded and are in special classes. Even this
is only half of the problem."
In the Gary Schools, Indiana, in the oteams School,
Newton, Massachusetts, and in Providence, Rhode Island, v'here
special attention has heen given to cases of malad;jUstment
,
the percent of retardation is in direct proportion to the amount
of attention given the maladiusted child. These indicate possibl
ways of decreasing pupil failure.
More and more educators are coming to realize that it is
the individual who is to "be taught rather than subject. The
pressure exerted by college entrance examination v/hich has
influenced educational policies dovm to the elementary school
has probably had its day. Toops of Ohio Str.te University
expresses a rather hopeful college point of view v.hen he says
"There is a growing inclination to regard college entrance
as an educational experience or function rather than as an
eliminative and purely administrative one. In accepting students
the college obtains not merely two categories of persons, the
"to be successes" and the "to be failures" but is securing
a combination of traits of individuality in varying degrees
v?hich are encouraged and developed through higher education,
v;hile ideally, the vieakness of the student is remedied early
in his college career. Higher education is beginning to feel
these urgings of individualistic philosophy v.'hich have made
such changes in the methods of education, particularly in the
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elementary schools. (1)
The average pupil vill continue to progress throu£'h the
education program planned, for the average child. The discussion
in this chapter indicates that the progressive schools of the
future must provide more efficiently for the gifted child, the
mentally deficient child and the pupils i.ho are physically
handicapped. By far the largest number of cases of failure occurs
among those pupils v ho seem to find it impossible to fit into the
prescribed course of study.
Pupil failures in the elementary grades are caused
chiefly, so far as the academic subject matter is concerned,
because of the child's inability to read. This is particularly
true in such subjects as history, geography, English end
other subjects where the pupil's ability to pursue satisfactorily
the prescribed course depends upon his ability to handle the
mechanics of reading.
Following is a summary of chief causes of reading failures
according to a recent investigation.
Each of the 493 school systems was asked to report not only
which one of the first six grades has the largest number of
pupil failures, but also the subject of the greatest difficulty
in that grade and the three chief reasons for failure in that
subject.
The subjects of greatest failure in the first six grades
are reading and arithmetic. The chief reasons given as to why
pupils fail in reading are summarized below and are arranged
Note 1.—E. v:. Toops, Ohio State University, School Executive
Magazine, September 1929, F. 52
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accordir.g to frecuency of mention "by 493 superintendents of schools:
1. Inability, too younf: to comprehend-mental immaturity- 191
The mental a^e of many pupils at tine of
entrance into first grade is less than six years.
2. Irregularity in attendance 162
This is due chiefly to illness from contagious
childhood diseases, late entrance in school,
"bad v/eather, and change of schools.
3. Physical and social immaturity of pupils at time
of entrance 133
4. Language difficulty, resulting from foreign language
"being spolcen in the home 34
5. Lack of "background of experience and voca"bulary-
lack of reading readiness 82
Often there is not enough of an activity
program in which the child is allov;ed to
develop naturally-mental immaturity-. He is
forced into class routine, such as learning
to read, before he is ready for it, Pre-
primary classes are often necessary.
6, Lack of skill in teaching due to inexperienced
and poorly trained teachers 63
7. Pupil illness, poor physic- 1 condition, and
physical handicaps such as defective sight and
hearing, carious teeth, diseased tonsils and adenoids-61
3. Too large classes- too many pupils per teacher to allov;
for individual help and study 39
9. Failure of the school to diag-nose individual
needs and provide proper remedial measures and
differentiated materials 34
10. Poor home conditions such as unfavorable back-
ground and lack of cooperation vith the school 31
11. Inability of some first-grade children to adjust
themselves to schoolroom conditions 19
12. Tendency on part of teachers to regard reading
as a basal subject. Promotion from first grade
is largely based on ability to read, and much
emphasis is put on the mechanics of reading 19
13. Difficulty in securing suitable reading materials 17
14. Lack of pupil interest in schoolwork, chiefly in
reading 1 T_g
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15. Emotional instaloility on part of pupils 1
16. Too rapid, progress required. Pupils are crowded
ahead faster than they can master the technics
of reading
Prohahly too much stress has in the past "been placed on
tests and v;ritten examinations as measurements of pupil pro^jress.
The follov/ing letter from Professor Ferris of Cornell University
shov;s quite clearly the present attitude of progressive educators
tov/ard tests and v;ritten examinations as a measure of pupil
progress
:
1. From the many investigations Y.hich hr.ve been made
it is clear that v.hen different teachers measure the
abilities of the same pupils in the same subject by
means of examinations and estimates of recitations,
they give different grades. From this v'e conclude
that teachers marks are unreliable. They are in
general inaccurate measures of the abilities of
pupils. Their lack of uniformity indicates the lack
of uniform standards.
2. The v.ritten examination is a coipraon means of measuring
pupils' abilities, dome pupils v.orking under pressure
become nervous and confused and consequently cannot do
themselves iustice, v/hile other pupils vho have not
a real grasp of the subject write excellent papers as
a result of cramming.
5. Frequently the questions are not v.ell selected.
4. Under ordinary conditions the narks assigned to
Note 1. --Chief Reasons vhy Pupils Fail in Reading, 9th Yearbook,
Department Superintendents, P. 106
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examination papers teachers are not reliable.
Investigation has shov.Tx this. -'hey represent crude
and many inacc-arate measures of the abilities of the
pupils
.
Frequently the marks v;hich a pupil receives on exi
exsjnination paper depends upon the teacher v/ho grades
the paper as ^ell as v;hat the pupil places on the paper.
Investigations show that teachers are not consistent
in their ovm markings. If a set of papers is marked
a second time, the two marks will vary widely.
Then there is the inaccuracy of the questions asked.
Some would divide lOOf'' by the number of questions and
assign equal value for each. Other teachers would
value some more than others in importance, vhile others
would consider difficulties in each. The teachers
Ys.TY in their opinion of the difficulty and importance
of each.
Examination fails to consider the rate at which each
pupil can v/ork. There is just so much time allov'ed
for the average. Some finish early, others need more
time, but every pupil is marked for v-hat they have
actually done. Grades on such papers are not true
grades.
Pupils may fail on the ten questions ask-ed but at the
same time could do a high qu-^lity of work on the same
subject if different questions of equal importance as
the others v/ere given. (1)
-''.'eakness of Tests and Examinations as a Measure of
Pupil Progress, Professor Ferris, Cornell Universitv.
Ithaca, IT. Y.
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In his discussion of pupil failures, Reaves thinks that
many pupils fail not "because of lack of al)ility, tut because
their hahits of v--ork .and study are ineffective and they lack
the volitional balance to pull out of a bad situation v.ithout
the 2^iding influence of a counselor v.ho understands their
needs. Some v/ho fail possess both inherent ability and
endurance above the average but their efforts were unregulated
and uncontrolled. They lack seriousness of purpose and csJinot
say "no" to distracting influences v/^ich interfere vith their
work. Some lead a auiet, inactive childhood life neglecting
to enga^'e in the physical activities which help so much to
perfect the neuromuscular coordinations. (1)
Another recognized cause of pupil failure is the faulty
curriculum. Irv/in and Marks find that curriculums are too much
concerned with giving information and too little concerned with
affording opportunities for experience. Thej'" deal too little
with realities of child life, sjid too much v.ith abstractions
and symbols. They disregard the capacities of the child by
forcing subjects down his throat before he is mature enough to
digest them.
In short, the curriculum has been built up to follov a
logical sequence from the point of view of the adult mind
rather than to follow the development of spontaneous interest
in the child. (2)
Note 1.— W. C. Reaves, Fupil Adjustment, F. 4£
ITote 2.—Irwin and LIarks
,
Fitting the School to the Child, F. 216
r
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Another wealoiess of the educational system of the VB.Et
and many of the present is the failure of the system to take
into consideration individual differences in pupils. In
discussing causes of maladjustment in school, Llort firds that
pupils vary in tv.o distinct ways:
1. iundamental Differences
2. Conseq^uent Differences Among Children in School
(Ignores a'oility possessed)
A. Varying Intelligence Quotients
h. Varying Achievement Quotients
c. Efficiency Quotient
d. Different lupils need different amount of
time to master any given topic
e. Varying rates of progress "by the same pupils
at different times
f. Varying amounts of drill needed. Different
methods are needed hy different pupils.
g. Different interests and emotional reactions
from pupils . ( 1
)
Mort's findings are veil substantiated hy Thorndyke v/ho
says that the v/ide range of achievements of pupils of roughly
the same school training suggests that differences born in them
play a large part in determining the differences eventually
found in them. (2) Carl Pearson states that general intelligence
and a variety of physical characteristics seem unchanged through-
Note l.--Paul R. Mort, The Individual Tupil, P. 97.
ITote 2.--E. E. Thorndyke, Education for Imitation and
Originality, P. 94.
r
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out the v'hole ranf:e of school life. It is therefore not possible
for the teacher to ch,ange them. (1)
A. A. Southerland' s statement relative to individual
differences "bears out the same thought:
1. ITo group has yet "been found in which the individuals
composing it possess ecLual amounts of sjiy one ability.
2. Performances vary so greatly as to indicate th^.t no
single requirement is adeq^uate as a stimulus to a majority
of the group.
3. To study the development of a learning process it is
a'osurd to set up as a standard a definite quantity of performance
and expect each member of the group to accomplish ^^ust that
amount and no more. (2)
Book and Norv ell in their discussion of pupil failure
find that pupils frequently fail if they--
1. Feel something else is more important, and receive
rewards for things other than the one thing on v/hich t?iey are
supposed to he at vork.
2. Don't care to put forth the effort for a variety of
reasons
.
3. Don't knov; hov; to work or think up new methods of study.
In a crowded grade it is the business of no one to see to
it that pupils are v/orking at their level of development, or
that effective method,s are being used. The child is most
certainl:/ not an adult.
Note l.--Carl Pearson, 24-th Yearbook, P. 94
T.ote 2.--A. A. ooutherland, 24th Yearbook, p. 94
( -1
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Out of 495 superintendents of schools v/ho reported on the
sut.iect v.hich elementary pupils find most difficult, 108 named
arithmetic. Each superintendent listed v.hat, in his ^iudf^ment
are the three chief reasons for failure in this sut^ect. They
are listed "below according to frequency of ijjention. (1)
1. Poor teaching technics 2*3
Poor presentation- failure on the part of the
teacher to plan lessons and present them so
that they appeal to the child's interest and
understanding.
2. Lack of mental ahility on the part of pupils 29
3. lack of interest vhich results ir lack of
application 25
4. Lack of skill in fundamental operations 21
5. Lack of comprehension of thought prohlems in arithmetic-
failure of pupil to grasp number significance
and number combinations and processes 20
6. StEindards of achievement in arithmetic are more
exact and therefore, more arbitrarily administered-19
7. Difficulty of subject and lack of differentiation of
materials to fit pupils of different levels of
ability 15
3. Pupil's inability to read arithmetic problems
understandingly 14
9. Irregular pupil attendance 13
10. Nature of arithmetic such that it requires judgment
and reasoning pov.er, rather than memorization 12
11. Failure of the school to diacnose individual
needs and provide proper remedial measures 12
12. Lack of emotional stability in some pupils 11
13. Poor home conditions, such as unfavorable back-
groiuid and lack of coooeration vith the school 9
14. Poor arithmetic textbooks 7
ITote 1.—Ninth Yearbook Department ouperintendance , Chief
reasons why Pupils Fail in Arithmetic. P. 216
r<
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15 15. Insufficient purposeful drill 5
16. Langfuage difficulty due to foreign parentae'e 4
The effect of hearing delects on pupil failure is veil
illustrated in the Report of the Cominittee on Health. '^hey
studied the cases of 349 children selected as deafened and
found that 138 had not met the promotion standards each year.
33 had repeated one grade
60 " " grade tvice
45 " " " three times
13 " " " four "
9 " " " five "
1 " " " six "
The Committee estimates that there are approximately
3,000,000 children in the United States having measura'ole
hearing defects. (1)
In stud3!^ing the causes of retardation in the Horace llann
School, Everett, Massachusetts, for the school year 1926-27,
Miss Jessie Thompson gave the follov;ing reasons for retardation:
1. Poor health
a. Defective eyesight
b. Defective hearing
c. Other bodilj;^ disorders
2. Mental handicaps
a. Mental incapacity
b. Motor raindedness or slowness often mistaken by
teachers for stupidity
c. Lack of confidence or self-assertion
d. Inability to concentrate on material long
enough to secure retention
Fote 1.
--National Education Magazine, The Deafened School Child P.
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e. Indifference to school vork arising: from desire
to e:.o to work, etc.
Unfavorable home conditions
a. Malnutrition, affecting body and mind
b. Late hours of retiring; and consequent lassitude
in school
c. Parents vvho encoura^-e children in an arrogant
attitude tov/ard others
d. Lack of q.iiiet in the home durinfr the time needed
for "home work"
e. Constant nafe^i^^g by members of the family
resulting in extreme nervousness
f. Too much freedom in the matter of going to
moving picture theatres etc., resulting in
a neglect of school v.ork
Unfavorable school conditions
a. Failure of teachers and other pupils in helping
naturally reticent pupils to establish necessary
social contacts
b. Unsjnnpathetic teachers, particularly during the
first fev/ years when deep impressions and habits
often lasting a lifetime are formed
c. Incorrect grouping of extremely bright pupils
v;ith those of much lov.er capacity, often resulting
in discouragement, sullenness or inferiority complex,
d. Extreme dislike of pupil for teacher, or teacher
for pupil. This attitude on the part of a teacher
is unfortunate, and usually is the outcome of
narrow vision which sometimes mistakes a

S4
mischievous boy for a really tad one
e. Too much leisure for "fooling" and dreaming
f . Too difficult v.'ork for the grade or too
intensive a course for the average mind
Burnham has shovn that mental hygiene and good education
occupy overlapping fields. The habit of failure is bad mental
hygiene as veil as bad education, and the evil vhich has been
produced by the present methods of school organization points
to the necessity for a change.
A large non-promotion card is not, as is sometimes supposed,
sufficient evidence that high standards are rigidly adhered to;
nor is a lov^ promotion record sufficient evidence of low
standards. So long as "passing the pupil" is a rev/ard given
by a pleased teacher instead of the next step in education as
determined by the efforts of the pupils themselves there vill
be a v/rong direction of the mental attitudes of both pupil and
teacher. It ta3<:es from the pupil the responsibility for vork
to be accomplished amd turns his attention to the impression to
be made on the teacher. This is particularly true in the high
school v/here the pupils have attained the social values and vhere
today at promotion time the teacher is besieged by every device
v/hich the ingenious mind of adolescent youth can bring to bear.
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SUI'ffiARY
According to the "best authorities and recent investitrations
,
pupils fail to progress throu^^h the traditional course of study
chiefly for the following reasons:
1. Poor teaching
2. Faulty administration
3. Faulty curriculum
4. Failure to consider individual differences in pupils
5. Physical defects of pupils
6. Lack of guidance
7. College entrance examinations
8. Inaccurate tests and examinations as measures of
pupil progress
9. Mental incapacity
10. Inability to read
Id
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PART IV
A STUDY OF REMEDIAL MEASURES BEIITG USED
Ijr PROGRESSIVE EDUCATICKaL C SETTERS
c
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Remedial Measures
The investigations made in the foregoing chapter
indicate clearly that many students of. education are vitally
interested in the appalling number of cases of retardation
through maladjustment of pupils. oome of these have suggested
v/ays and means for remedying the conditions. Some school
systems have made definite attempts to plan for more
satisfactory pupil ad^lustment. Educators are realizing the
danger of damage to the emotional life of the child through
failure to progress through the traditional lock step
curriculum.
Failure manifests itself in certain had hahits fixed
upon the children. These hahits include the hahit of failure,
the hahit of half-done vork, the habit of v ork "belov one's full
pov^ers and the habit of shirking. Furthermore, in the economic
waste of re-educating repeaters, of holding up productive
activities for one or more years for those children whose time
is vasted by maladjustment, and in turning out half-educated
those children whose failure has discouraged them from further
educational effort. The educational system itself is displaying
not only inefficiency but bad citizenship.
It is nov generally recognized by modern educators that
individual differences among children, v.hile disturbing to a
system of education vhich tries to ignore them, are potentially
the mesns by v.hich human society may pro^:ress.
In determining what is the best procedure or vhat are the
first steps to be taken to eliminate the chief causes of
retardation and maladjustment of pupils, a better understanding
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of the psychology of children, a careful study of individual
differences, a more varied and adjustable course of study, more
guidance and better trained teachers are the first requisites.
With these first provided, other necessary changes are bo-ond
to follow.
Facts concerning acceleration and retardation create a
number of problems:
What shall be the curriculum?
'Aliat shall be the teacher's aim and goal?
What shall be the promotion standard?
V/hat shall be the devices used to reduce retardation in
groups of forty or more?
V/hat can be done for the sub-normal child?
What should be done with the accelerated group?
Kodern curriculum revision rejects the earlier assumption
that there is one uniform logical course of study, suitable to
all youths. (1)
The school curriculum must be approached from tv o viev-
points: First, the child must be studied; second, the child's
ir.vironment must be studied. One of the chief intellectual
purposes of the school is to develop understanding of the
institutions, problems and issues of contemporary life. The
child centered school has arrived in many communities. These
are schools v.ith distinct purposeful activities. Children center
their interests for hours, days and even weeks on an interesting
activity, the development of vhich leads them out into the richiness
of the complex life of society. Many of our teachers v, ithout
more training can within limits develop the atmosphere of the
ITote 1. --Frank Salisbury, Educational Research Bulletin, To. 29,
1929, P. 44
(
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nev/ type of schools. The most radical change must come in
a f-andamental modification in the point of viev, of educators.
There must be supervision of the recreational and social life
of the pupils. Intramural sports, all sorts of pupil activity,
delegation of responsihilities to students in self f^overnment,
pupil participation in open forum, discussion, and recommendations
to the administration on school policy, all mark the development
of situation that stand for life in reality. (1)
Education is life. Because the child is better understood,
schools are offering" him opportunities to experience life
situations, to develop skills, to create attitudes, to train
abilities. The child gains habit, thought, and actions that
are foundations for a full living. (2)
In order that each pupil may realize the greatest benefit
from his educational experience subject matter both as to amount
and kind must be adjusted to the capacity of the slovv- learning
child. Differentiation of material and special training are
essential
.
Many educators agree that only a minority can originate;
these few should be conserved. They feel that the bright children
should be segregated because they can do better work than the
regular children. The mentally limited pupil presents even a
greater problem. A pupil sixteen years old with a mental age of
ten should have different assignments from a normal child of ten.
Teachers should find at least one worth while thing in vhich a
limited child can succeed. Train him in this and let him feel
ITote 1. --Research Bulletin, K. E. a. Volume VII, No. 4,
September 1929, page 182.
Note 2.—Youngquist, Bulletin, Dept. El. Frin., Vol. IX, No. 1,
October 1929.
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honest success. (1)
The modem lockstep plan of ^-radine has not provided
adequately for individual differences. Hov/ can one instruct
children en masse and at the same time individualize? The follov/ing
ways have teen su£;^:-ested "by K. ?I. Horn. (2)
1. The teacher must have a loiov ledge of the educational
status of his pupils as individuals
2. Ee must be ahle to or^'anize the materials of instruction
so as to permit flexible assi£"nments
3. I-Ie must adopt a technic of instruction v' ich will
enable him to use a large share of his teaching time in
directing individual work rather than hearing les::-ons.
Some teachers colleges and norm.al schools are trying to
meet these needs. The trend in teacher training seems to be
tov;ard an integrated experience for the student, tov ard longer
periods vith a group of children and with the critic teacher,
living a life that has continuity and integration instead of
meticulous analysis of things not yet integrated in the experiences
of the student.
Some school s.ystems are making a strong attempt to educate
all the pupils according to their capacities and limitation.
Providence, Rhode Icland, has been outstanding in this endeavor.
This system provides for the full development of the individual
through a veil defined guidance program, jm outline of the
Providence plan follov/s:
ITote 1.--G. W. Vi'hipple, Some Features of the Education of
drifted Children, Pat'e 184.
note 2.--H. Horn, The Education of Exceptional Children
Page 74.
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Guidance in the Elementary pchools
of Providence , Rhode I sland
In the elementary schools of Providence guidance is
largely educational. Each teacher charts her classes on the
Providence Class Personnel Charts. By means of the charts the
principal is aisle to ^raae and classify his school and to make
individual adjustments. A program of standardized tests at
the "berjinning- of the fall term enahles each teacher to plan
remedial instruction. A card containing the permanent record of
educational achievement is Icept lor each child. The hack oi the
card cor tains a mental grov. th chart, continuous IQ record, and
other guidance helps, such as "brief family data, ph^^sical handicaps
and special interests and abilities.
Guidance in the Providence Junior ITigh ochools :
There are six advisers in ea,ch of the Providence ,1unior
high schools. Each adviser has charge of a class of pupils for
three years, making all adjustments in grading, classification,
and choice of electives. Each adviser teaches "Occupations'' to
her ovn class each year. It is a required suhject for one period
per v'eek in all of the junior high school grades. The advisers
also teaih one period per v.eek of "Drier taticn" or group guidance.
The balance of their program is devoted to the teaching of the
regular subjects. In each school the advisers are organized into
a guidance department under the direction of a chairman or
department head v/ho is allowed five periods per y:eek for super-
vision and five periods for the continuous study and construction
of the school program. ..idvisers are usually appointed from the
teaching staff, but are expected to train themselves for the v ork
in summer, and extension courses, as v.ell as by reading, conferences

and lectures. To a large extent the varied program of the
adviser acts as a self- training device.
G-gidance in the Providence Senior High Schools :
In each senior high school there are six advisers each
of V- om assumes charge of a class v.hen it enters the school
and carries' it through its entire high school course. The
adviser has complete charge of grading, classif icc-.tion , choice
of electives, and special programs. Ahout tvo-fifths of the
advisers' teaching time is devoted to ^"uidance, and three-fifths
to teaching allied suhjects. Group guidance is carried on hy
means of student forums and discussions in which the Case
Conference Method is employed. Departments are organized under
the direction of chairmen or department heads to v.hom five
periods per v.eek are allotted for supervision. Zach adviser,
under the direction of the central office, malces follov;-up
studies of her classes at one, three, and five year intervals.
By this means valuable st-atistics are "being accu!::ulated in regard
to the effectiveness of high school curriculums. All advisers
are appointed from the teaching staff. Teachers to v.hom children
naturally turn for advice and encouragement make the most successful
advisers. The school program is v orked out hy the head of the
guidance department from the data obtained "by the class advisers
concerning the needs and interests of pupils.
The Providenc e Class Personnel Charts :
All classes in the Providence public schools are charted on
the Providence Class Personnel Charts in September . These charts
give at a glance a graphic record of individual and group adjust-
ments in age and general intelligence. There are five forms of
r
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the chart: One for grades 1-2; one for £:rad.e3 4-6; one for
f-rades 7-9; one for grades 10-lE; axd one for Tingraded and special
classes. To chart classes, it is necessary to have a mental afe
or an intelligence quotient for each child. Either of these
factors, together v.ith chronological age, estatlished the child's
position on the chart. The third factor is evolved from the use
of the other tvo , so that cental Age, Chronological Age, Intelligence
Quotient, Achievement Goal, and other facts may te read from a
single chart. The charts are used as measures of grading and
classification. By means of the Achievement Goal Diagonal
teachers can readily ascertain v/hether children are living up to
v.hat may reasonably "be expected of them. Problem cases stand
out clearly, as do cases of unnecessary retardation or too
rapid acceleration.
Psychological Testing :
All children in the Providence public schools are given-
group psychological tests at regular intervals of about tvo
years. The tests do not furnish the sole basis for grading and
classification, but are used together v.ith educational tests and
teachers' marks. Junior high school pupils are tested before
entrance to high school and are grouped according to intelligence,
achievement, and educational destination. Changes are ms.de in
this classification as individual abilities or handicaps are
discovered. Iroblem children are given individual psychological
examinations and in exceptional cases the children are referred
to the psychiatric clinic in the gu.idance department.
i'
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The Central Office :
In the central office there is, "besides the assistant
superintendent in char^fe, an assistant in char^^e of educational
measurements, an assistant ir charfre of guidaP-ce in the junior
hi£-h school gi^ades, and an assistant in charf-e of fe-uidance and
placement. The department has the part-time services of the
of the school psychologist v.ho is in char^-e of all psychological
examinations and v.ho has associated v.ith her in the department
-four psychological examiners and a consulting psychiatrist vho
conducts a clinic tv.o or three days a veek. There are
three clerks. Student assistants are employed part-time
during "busy seasons to correct psychological examinations and
to assist in clerical duties.
Employment certificates are issued in this office. By this
means every child v/ho leaves the school system "before the age
of sixteen must of necessity pass through the guidance office.
The assistant in charge of educational measurements maintains
complete files of educational tests which are accessi"ble to all
t eachers
.
Testing material v^hich is not regularly kept in stock is
made availa'cle upon written req^uest sigTied "by the head of the
department in the school and "by the principal of the school.
High School Scholarships :
The Rhode Island High School Scholarship lund has "been in
existence for several years. It vas started "by pu"blic subscription
and is nov; sponsored by the Rhode Island Congress of Parents and
Teachers. The Fund is under the administration of the Rhode
Island Foundation. V:orthy cases are referred to the assistant in
charge of guidance and placement. If it seems probable that a
scholarship may be granted she refers the case to the home visitor
t
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of the Department of Attendance and Discipline for additional
check-up. The scholarship, $100 per year, is not intended to
provide a child's support, but merely to supplement his part-
time earnings. Hi£h school scholarships are not loans, neither
are they reg-arded as charity, --they are a civic investment.
Replacement Class :
Rhode Island has not yet a continuation school law.
Formerly, after a child had "been issued an employment certificate
he vas practically free from school supervision. iTov«-, hov;ever,
a record is 3cept of each certificate as it is received from an
employer at the termination of a child's employment. Each child
receives notice that he or she is to report at the replacement
class at a certain day and hour. The class discusses such
matters as employment problems, how to apply for a .job, hov;' to
vdn promotion, hov, to use leisure time. Industrial visits are
arran^^-ed, and the boys have the use of the svimming pool at the
Boys' Club.
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Administration and Supervision play important parts in
adjusting the school work to the pupil, but the real v/ork must
he done hy the classroom teacher. The follov.dng means are suggested
hy the Ninth Yearhook:
1. Using achievement and diagnostic tests follov/ed up "by
special help and remedial work— test for deficiencies
and diagnose pupil difficulties in each suhiect.
2. Giving individual attention to pupil needs ar.d interests
Teachers sufficiently interested to learn to
know pupils as individuals, to show sympathetic
understanding, and to give individual help during
class periods and in personal conferences.
2. Grouping according to ahility, providing differentiated
courses of study, and applying teaching methods suitable
to each ability level.
4. Keeping vork ithin the grasp of the pupil
Study individual needs and then formulate
units of instruction in the light of them;
give pupils of low ability simple assignments;
develop units of v;ork that will tax the powers
of superior pupils— reorganize the course of
s tudy
.
5. Learning about pupils' home conditions and securing
cooperation of parents
Visit parents of absentees and of children vhose
work is unsatisfactory; have knowledge of pupil's
home and m understanding of home difficulties
and personal ambitions; hold conferences v.ith
parents after special reports are made to them;
strive to secure a fine cooperation vith the home
in developing a satisfactory attitude on the
part of the child. Give special attention to
personal health of each child.
6. Diagnosing reading difficulties of individual pupils
and giving remedial treatment
Improving reading ability of every pupil
beginning in the first grade; encouraging good
reading habits; reading with attention to
details; training pupils to comprehend what they
read; putting more emphasis on rapid silent
reading; providing more easy reading that the
child may give his attention to the contents
and meaning of the story, rather than to the
words, and thus form the habit of thinking while
he reads; introducing wide range of recreatory
reading to arouse new interests; and securing
careful attention to and feeling of responsibility
for vocabulary building in content subjects.
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Creating an esprit de corps
Maintainin£: hi£'h morale; developing enthusiasm
for sulDject by teacher; arousing sufficient
interest in each suh.iect to carry the pupil
over the necessary mechanics of the suhiect;
encouraging: close concentration through securing
the interest and effort of the child in
su.ccessfully completing the vork required;
judicious use of praise rather than reprimand;
sufficient freedom in v ork to satisfy the
interests of children and to use these
interests to motivate the school activities;
capitalize success in certain lines as a motive
for achievement of attainable immediate goals
in others; and appeal to pride and ambition
of pupil.
Improving teaching methods
Give more thought to the preparation of the
daily lesson plan; make liberal use of teaching
plans and devices; vary method of attack; use
project method; develop socialized recitation;
create a problem situation as a technic of lesson
assignment; use laboratory type of class procedure;
differentiate methods for slov pupils; and adjust
manner of thinking to the thought capacity of
the child.
Providing thorough, purposeful and motivated drill for
accuracy
See that the class and the individual student have
drill exercises suited to their needs; give more
time and attention to a fev/ subjects; drill for
thought getting; teach all subjects v.ith the idea
of Mastery of minimum requirements in mind.
Teaching pupils hov, to study and how to organize their
work
Develop good studj?- habits; teach children v:hat
mastery means through right study habits in school;
develop general aids for studying and methods of
attack which apply to particular subjects such as
spelling, social studies, and geometry. Supervised
study—make recitation a helping period instead of
a hearing period.
Improving health of children
Have health inspection each morning; refer cases
of illness to doctor or nurse; see that physical
handicaps are diagnosed and corrected; emphasize
necessity of health habits; give attention to
physical comfort in classrooms--adjustable seats,
proper lighting, correct temperature, and fresh air.
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12. Giving individual instiniction
Individual instruction particularly in tool sut^ects
and, accordinf: to one superintendent of schools,
"At determined points of difficulties keeping a
record of these points encountered, and laying
special emphasis on them during the follov;ing year."
Securing "better school attendance
Make effort to reduce absence; careful check-up
of all pupil ahsences; parents promptly notified
of child's atsence; more attention to pupil's
work after alDsence.
14. Improving one's professional training vhile in service
Through summer school attendance, extension
courses, and professional reading, secure hetter
professional eq.uipment.
15. Applying flexible promotion standards
Develop a democratic promotion scheme, for example;
Base promotion on pupil's attainment as compared
with his ability; provide extra promotion for
superior pupils; put less stress on arbitrary grade
standards and more stress on individual grov/th.
16. Arranging periods for special help for pupils
17. Having pupils keep their individual records of
achievement
Individual and class graphs of achievement kept
"by pupils under supervision of teachers serve as
a means of encouragement and stimulus.
18. Working for a definite aim--specific objectives
More definite objectives on the part of both
teacher and pupils; definite standards of attainment
should be set up, so that pupils may realize the
full years' requirements. One superinteildent of
schools recommends daily, weekly, and monthly
ob j ec tives
.
19. Taking special care in making lesson assignments clear.
20. Providing a working atmosphere in the classroom-- this
will include suitable teaching equipment, supplies, and
supplementary reading.
21. Dividing large classes into small groups
If large classes are necessary, there can be
smaller groups arranged within each class.
22. Providing expert guidance for pupils
This will include proper direction in choiceof subject matter.
r
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£S. Developing a child-centered activity program, arranging
for a greater pupil participation
In this program the teacher's chief interest is in
developing pupil's abilities, rather than in
teaching subjects.
24, Seeing that practical textbooks suited to the pu"pTl's
% interest and vocabulary are provided.
25. Giving immediate attention to lov; grades
Diagnosing difficulties at times v.hen best
results for improvement can be brought about;
checking on all failures at the end of each report;
period and not waiting until the end of the term;
One superintendent of schools reports that each
teacher in his school system mal-ces a v/eekly
report to his principal, indicating names of
pupils V'ho are failing to do standard vork, v. hat
he thinks are the reasons for each pupil's failure,
together with a statement of vhat steps he has
taken or proposes to take to help the pupil
remedy his failure. Another superintendent of
schools reports that all his teachers make mid-
semester reports on pupil failures to their
principals, v^ho notify the parents of the pupils
concerned,
26. Developing self-confidence in pupils and encouraging
them to assume responsibility for their ovm success.
27. Requiring home study
Suggesting proper methods of home study through
bulletins to parents; getting parents to take
more interest in having pupils do home reading.
In extreme cases, require home studj'- and daily
report plan.
23. Promoting rivalry among classes.
29. Suggesting vacation school to potential failures.
30. Holding pupils back who are unprepared
Hold pupils back in primary £:.rades unless sure
they are really readj?- for promotion; hold back
all pupils v.ho are on the border line of failures,
?1. Assuming a definite responsibility for pupil failures.
32. Using visual aids.
23. Integrating subject matter and correlating sub.^ects.
34. Using brighter pupils to help the slower ones,
35. Giving pupils share in setting up aims
See that each child is given a task, a plan,
and freedom of his ov;n choosing.
fr
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36. Tutoring outside of school.
S7. Helping pupils to eliminate speech defects or
language difficulties.
38. Giving slovf pupils more time.
39. .Making trial promotions.
40. Developing proper system of marking.
41. Referring difficult cases to psychiatrist for
clinical treatment.
42. Making v.ork as concrete as possible.
43. Teaching pupils to reason
Start reasoning process to functioning earlier.
Stop the memorizing plan of learning.
44. Applying knowledge of lav.s of learning.
45. Holding i)upils responsible for v.ork assigned.
46. Administering preliminary tests, iDefore pupil elects
subject,
47. Assiiming scientific attitude in solving difficulties
of pupils.
43. Bringing into play the influence of class opinion in
controlling the individual pupil.
49. Finding something that each child can do fairly well
and using that as his medium of expression through
difficulties.
50. En</riching vocabulary of foreign child. (1)
In a study made by Jansen of 220 cities v;hich reported on
provision for gifted children, 54 provided by promotion or
enrichment, 45 by speed classes, 43 by promotion by subjects
(homogeneous grouping), 31 by X Y Z classes and 47 reported
no provision.
Current Practices in promotion provide a definite Basis
for Classification:
Note 1.—;Minth Yearbook, Department Superintendence, P. 192.
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By a ^r.sis for classification is meant those measurements
and devices employed in sectioning pupils for the purpose
of class instruction. In viev; of the many factors
enumerated in the reports from the field, they v. ere
classified under these six heads:
1. School marks or previous school records
2. Curriculum selected
3. I.Q. as the important factor
4. Ability groups classified on "basis of
intelligence, achievement, and teachers'
judgment
5. Other combination--of such factors as school
marks, intelligence, achievement, chronological
age, and social age
6. No plan
V^o is responsible for directing pupils in their choice
of courses and curriculums?
Replies from 323 high schools show that in 215
schools the principal is responsible. This is
particularly true in the smaller ].igh schools.
In 114 high schools pupils are advised by faculty
committees. 28 high schools report official
counselers; 37, deans; and 1, a visiting teacher
v.'ho does the major portion of the work. Reports
shov/ that a large number of high schools consult
v--ith parents of pupils in the selection of courses
and curriculums to be pursued. (1)
ITote l.--Kinth Yearbook, Department Superintendence. P. 64
Boston University
School cf Educatioa
^ Library ^
t t
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PART V
SUGGESTIONS FOR DECREAoIl^G RETARIUTIOK ATTD MALAD.'USTMENT
THROUGH SUPTCRVISION AKD AI31IIHI3TRATION
FROM PREVIOUS INVS3TIGATI0HS
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SUPSRVI3I0N
Guidance implies supervision. The follov.in^; s'unmiary
from the Ninth Yearbook, Department of Superintendence on
"How Supervision can help to put Promotions on a "better
Articulated Basis" gives the opinions of a group of 55 selected
supervisors v/ho were questioned. 96 per cent report that they
find different standards of promotion not only in different
schools in the same school system, but also in the same school.
In ansv/er to the question: "V/hat means have you found to
he the most successful in "brin^'ine about a greater unity of
purpose and v ider application of acceptable principles relative
to pupil promotion, with a viev. to remedying the situation?"
These supervisors reported the use of the following means:
They are arranged according to frequency of mention.
1. Use of standardized tests to supplement teacher judgment,
followed up with remedial work where needed.
2. Group teachers' meetings, grade meetings, departmental
meetings, sjid building meetings dealing specifically
with standards of promotion, factors that should be
considered in making promotion, and means of deciding
individual cases.
Discussion of individual cases with teachers concerned,
and solution of problems by application of acceptable
principles.
4. Study of pupils through individual case histories--
presentation of evidence of the wide range of abilities
and backgrounds among pupils. In the light of these
v.ide ranges, discuss how far the same accomplishment
can be expected of all pupils.
5. Cooperative course-of-study building--setting up
minimum, average, and maximum requirements as well
as provision for individual differences. Teaching
subject matter out of the lives of children, theirinterests and activities.
Informal testing on course of study, with results,
complied for school system and by school buildings
and discussed in individual buildings with supervisor.
c
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Attention to age-grade conditions. Conferences for
a discussion of the results of retardation. Discussion
of the effects of non-promotion on the emotions.! life
of the child.
Critical evaluation of sub set-matter req.uirement3 in
connection vith "high spots" of failure.
Carefully planned intervisitations req.^ire every
teacher to "be familiar vith the v ork of grade
preceding as v. ell as folloving his ov/n grade.
Occasionally shifting assignments of teacher so
that he has experience in the grades helov.' as v/ell
as with the grsides above his reg-ular vork.
A collection of definite evidences of the need for
studying the situation of pupil promotion and failure.
According to one supervisor, "often times
teacher, principal, and supervisors have no very
clear idea of the extent of pupil failure, and
amount of retardation."
These remedies were suggested by three supervisors:
a. Analyze promotion reports to diagnose
difficulties and to determine remedial
measures for the child, the class, the
school, and the system.
b. Follow up pupils from year to year to see
if standards are high enough to insure future
success
.
e. Study records of pupil's progress to
determine which teachers seem to hi^ve standards
out of harmony with group analysis of reasons.
Development of a common conception of grading.
Exhibits in supervisor's office of school work
acceptable in various buildings showing the wide range.
Teacher participation in defining objectives and
goals for each stage of advancement, and in studying
and experimenting in classroom activities and
teaching suggestions for reaching the goals definedfor each grade.
Study on the part of the school psychologist ofpupils who have been unsuccessful in their work--
also a study of those who are recommended for makinr
an additional grade.
The positive provision for problem cases vithoutinterference with re^mlar classroom procedure.
J
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15. Visitation "by supervisors to determine class
progress in cases of new or v eak teachers.
Cne supervisor v;rites: "This is largely done
by principals, "but the supervisor's time is
so used in inverse proportion to the principal's
ability."
16. Rectifying" mistakes--reclassification of pupils
v'rongly placed tends to make teachers conscious
of their errors and to improve future judgments.
17. Discussion of educational guidance in group meetings.
IS. G-roup meetings in which topics such as the follov;ing
are discussed.
a. Minimum req.uirements for each unit.
"b. Physical, mental, and social characteristics
of pupils at different grade levels
i
c. Individual differences and hov. to meet them.
d. Eahit formation.
e. Eome cooperation--how to secure it.
f. Development, interpretation, and use of
pupil's cumulative case history.

IK ?/HAT V'AYS GAIT ADEQUATE SUIIIRVISICIT BRirG ABOUT BETTER
ARTICULATION OF THE UIIITo OF AiffiRICiilT EDUCATIOIT?
This question was also put to the selected group of 55
supervisors. Their responses showed that many of them were
av.'ake to the problems of inarticulation and that, in their
.ludgment, the first requisite to a solution was sn honest
reco£7iition of these problems and a determination on the part
of "both teachers and supervisors to correct them. The definite
relation of supervision to articulation v.as expressed by
supervisors in statements such as these:
It is a primary function of supervision to coordinate,
inte£:rate, and weld together the separate elements of
an educational program into a functioning whole. Upon
supervision rests the responsibility of keeping the
teacher alert to the fact that each administrative
unit is only a part of a unified school system.
Supervisors must think and plan in terms of the whole
education of the child, rather than in terms of certain
subject-matter outlines to be covered in certain grades.
Adequate supervision implies a definitely organized
program: (1) v/ithin each unit of the school system,
and (2) between the different units of the system;
supervisors should have a broad view of the entire
field of education, hence they should think in terms
of the v.hole rather than a segment.
These are among the v.ays and means by which supervisors
themselves suggest that adequate supervision can bring
about better articulation of the units of American education:
1. By developing a better and clearer underst ariding of the
educational philosophy which is to govern the whole process
of education rather than a series of philosophies governing
each administrative unit.
A philosophy of better articulation is also needed
and a desire for it in the hearts and minds of all
those directly concerned with the education of children
2. By definitely planning a program for the whole school system
from the kindergarten through the highest grade, in order
to avoid breaks and over-lapping.
There should be a clear understanding of the proper
relationship of each administrative unit to the other,
and no gaps in between. There is need for a clearer
and more careful definition of education throughout
the school system as a v^hole, and of carefully
pointing out the definite contribution each training
in supervision on the part of the superintendent of
schools, as well as on the part of supervisors and
principals. All those concerned with supervisory
activities need as part of their training a basic
educational philosophy, as general conception of
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an entire school system from kinder^iarten through
grade tvelve at least, a knov.'ledge of child growth
and hehavior, and training in diagnosing and
remedying learning difficulties. A supervisor so
trained is able to show a teacher of a particular
grade by the definite tests v,hat children have
done in a preceding grade and what is required of
them in the succeeding grade.
By organizing programs of coordinate supervision. Plans
for supervision should he a coordinate program, not one
in which each supervisor works alone in his special field
or department. One supervisor describes the present
situation as follows:
The work of departmental supervisors is, in most^
school systems, a group of separate unrelated units;
whereas they should he so closely in touch with one
another that the work of each supervisor" would he an
integral part of the whole school program as presented
to the child.
This coordination could he attained by providing a
head supervisor, trained for such work, who could
unite the group. An assistant superintendent has
sometimes been selected for the work, but too often
his training has been inadequate to meet a situation
v.^here a "w^orking" knov/ledge of music, art, primary
and grammar school methods of teaching, and high
school and college requirements was needed.
Another supervisor vjrites:
The superintendent in his capacity as a supervisor
should organize and direct group meetings in v;hich
all supervisors and directors of instruction v/ould
get together frequently to discuss policies and means
of working them out in such a way that the entire
school system may be thought of as a whole and not as
a collection of different departments. By bringing
together officers from different units to discuss
articulation problems, a common understanding v/ould
be developed.
By working toward a unification of the work between the
various parts of the school system, i,e., kindergarten and
primary, elementary and junior high school, and ^unior
high and senior high school--such unification to be
brought about by all- supervisory conferences and inter-
visitation of teachers and principals in the units
immediately above and belov.- them.
By developing courses of study representing cooperative
efforts of teachers and principals from different units.
These ihould unify the work and at the same time provide
for individual differences,
A curriculum based on the needs, interests, and
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abilities of particular children in a particular
setting- vail do much to insure maximum c^ov th for
children concerned.
Committees of teachers and principals from elementary
school, junior high school, and senior high school
working together should develop courses, so that
each unit prepares for the next higher unit.
By seeing that a cumulative case record is sent v ith each
pupil v.'hen he goes to the next higher grade or unit.
This provides that every teacher each year loiovs
something of his pupil^s ability, achievements,
characteristics, and physical conditions. In
addition to seeing that these case records are kept
and passed on from unit to unit, the supervisor
frequently aids in their interpretation.
By demanding better trained teachers.
According to one supervisor, "as long as we have
the traditional type of supervisors v;hose chief
emphasis is on isolated units of subject matter
v.-e will have the traditional school program v/ith
the day's v-ork broken up into kaleidoscopic fragments."
Another supervisor writes:
Teacher training should be better and more comprehensive.
For example, kindergarten teachers should at least
be trained for primary work; better still, they should
have some aquaintance vith the aims, purposes, and
methods of the whole elementary school. High school
teachers should not feel it beneath their dignity to
know the work of the grades. In other words,' teachers
should be trained so that they see in a more
comprehensive way the whole process of education.
By providing teachers with in-service study classes based
on principles, theories, and objectives common to the
various units and their differences in objectives, purposes
and procedure.
By collecting evidence of poor articulation.
This can be done by conferences, tests of various
kinds, by a detailed survey of the field, by charter-ing and graphing results. After the causes of poor
^^'^?^v^''^^°^ decided upon, a plan of attackcould be outlined and remedial measures applied. Tobe effective, these would have to be worked out in acooperative way. The judgment of teachers, the
opinions of administrators, the findirgs of
scieritific investigations, and other sources ofhelp should be sought.
By using a supervisory technic based upon a single set ofprinciples agreed upon by the entire local supervisory group.
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11 3y develoTDing v.ith teachers an overviev/ of the entire
school proerajn--in group conference discussinr the prohlem
of continuity of v orX from the skills side as veil as from
the child's point of view.
^ x, +
Teachers should entertain clearer ideas of v;hat
articulation means and of its desirahility as a
goal. The prohlems of articulation that usually
concern classroom teachers most are prohlems of
promoting, grouping, individual instruction, and
recording and reporting each pupil's continuous
development. In order that teachers may govern
their practice in these matters hy the larger
considerations they need supervisory help.
12. 3y giving to each teacher for comparison a report of
all classes in the school system on the same units of
v.'ork as taught in his class.
Educational measurements scientifically used and
the results intelligently applied v/ill show a
child's grov.th at various levels.
13. Sy encouraging less rigid classification, "brought
about hy grading systems.
This includes variation in assignment and requirement
For the capable group, the course of study may he
enriched and thoroughly mastered. Less exacting
standards and a simplified course of study may he
arranged for the slov; pupil.
14. I3y arranging (a) exchange of classroom visits "betv, een
the various units, and (h) exchange of teachers "betvveen
the various units.
The above 14 recommendations summarized the best ^iudgments
of 55 selected supervisors as to hov,' adequate supervision can
bring about better articulation of the units of American education.
There would doubtless be fev.er pupils retarded if teachers
could be more uniform in marks given to pupils. For improving
teachers' marks, Professor C. E. Ferris, of Gornell University,
thinks the principal could call a meeting oi the teachers of each
department, and then of all subjects to discuss a standard for each
ITote 1 .--Educational Adminir tration and Supervision, Sept. 19£3,
Page, 13, E. 3. Colir.
<
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^rade in each subject. Let "teachers in each department cooperate
in arrangin£' examination questions and value of each. Jee that
the questions require definite ansv/ers. Let the teachers of each
department correct each paper in that department and find the
median of the marks. This could he done in a small school but is
not practical r"here there are many pupils and many teachers in
a department unless the teachers or£-anize in groups of four or
five for computing- the median. This v/ould tend to control the
lack of uniformity and make sure that the teachers are e'iving;
Careful attention to the forms of questions. Having them approved
by the principal before they are given to the class is highly
desirable.
In order to avoid the factor of nervousness and confusion
one may have frequent v:ritten lessons or preliminary examinations
that v;ill familiarize the pupils v ith the experience of having
a quantity of v/ritten work to be done in a given time. Let the
average marks be given instead of the finp.l unless the first
marks v/ere very poor and the pupil shoV'S constant improvement,
tv en ^I'^ce 'Ittle value or the first preliminaires . If the school's
system requix-es jorma,l vritten examinations at regular intervals
do not place too much value on the mark. Consider it in connection
vith the intervening vritten lessons and daily marks.
Test and examination papers are of value in stimulating the
pupils to reviev.- as preparation. With large classes and many
pupils it is difficult for the teacher to judge the pupil's true
ability from day to day in class vork. ;;ritten tests will help
to place him in the proper grade.
It seems that the best that can be done with written
examinations is not very satisfactory. Hov.ever, we must
have some standard by which to measure grades.
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A principal must encourage his teachers to use the common
sense factor in estimating the pupil's v.orl:.
It is "better to render ^rades in letter form allov.ing
a variation of several points. A plan of marking where the tvo
grades satisfactory or unsatisfactory are used could l^e
introduced. This v.ould do away with discrimination "betv.een
pupils which is q.uite discouraging to some. (1)
In an investigation reported in the lUnth Yearbook of
attempts to determine means for reducing pupil failure through
changes in educational policy and administrative reorganization,
the follov'ing plans were suggested:
1, "Organizing homogeneous grouping"
Division into groups according to alDility (the "basis
for classification should include other factors
than intelligence), with flexi"ble regTilations v/hich
wall permit transfer when achievement or lack of
achievement ,mstifies.
2. "Differentiation of curriculums and courses of study
to fit pupils of different levels of a"bility"
Better organized and graded courses of study
which more nearly meet present day life needs
and are ad.:^usted to the needs of children. Rich
and flexi'bie curriculum adapted to all types of
children. Minimum and maximum requirements in
quantity as well as quality of work for each
grade level. Reorganization of material to
provide greater inherent interest.
5. "Applying rational promotional practices"
Remove artificial "barriers for promotion; promote
child at any time during the term when his rate of
growth and development shows that he is ready;
promote child on "basis of what is "best for him individuall
keep each pupil doing the "best he can rather than
esta"blish a common hurdle for all; develop policy
of promotion in v/hich "failure" is not a me-Jis for
stimulation to "better vor*:, "but a result of poor
adaptation
.
4. "Providing special classes."
ITote l.--Professor G. E. Ferris, Cornell University, Ithaca, Kev. York.
Personal Letter.
fi
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Special classes for children physically handicapped;
lov! I.Q.; "backward or atypical; new entrants;
exceptionally "bright; v.ith special talents; over
age maladjusted; vith foreig-n language difficulty;
weak in a particular subject; and with a special
vocational interest.
Employing "better teachers
Selection of higher powered teachers v;ho are more
experienced and tetter trained, anl tl'.rough inservice
training keeping them up to a high grade of efficiency.
Using standardized tests
A definite testing program, including mental test,
accomplishment tests, diagnostic tests, and prognostic
tests
.
Adapting the schools to meet ind-ividual needs of pupils
Provision for individual differences, including
individual attention and in some cases individual
instruction
.
Reducing 'size of classes
Smaller classes vfith provision for individual contacts
"between pupil and teacher.
Cne superintendent of schools suggested increasing
the num"ber of pupils per teacher in some su"bjects
and reducing the num"ber in other su'bjects; another
suggested smaller groups "beginning in first grade;
another, smaller classes for those of limited a"bility;
and many asked for a general reduction in pupil-
teacher load.
Developing a consistent program of child guidance or
counseling
An adequate plan of school counseling--educational
,
health, social, and vocational £'uidance--in ooth
the ."'unior and senior high schools under the direction
in each "building of one or more specially trained
school counselors.
Providing helping or coaching teachers
Assignment or extra teachers to each school to instruct
slov; children individually or in groups. Special
teachers veil trained and fitted temperamentally.
Providing an accurate supervisory program
Definite intelligent supervision, vhich improves teachers
in service, encourages study of pupils, and results in
creative teaching. More unified supervision, including
research, diagnosis, and follow up.
Securing "better motivation through project teaching,
enriched materials, and pupil activity programs
Carrying out a vigorous health program
Health program designed to discover and remedy, as far
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as possit)le, physical conditions vhich interfere
v^ith school progress--"better physical environment,
health service which v.ill exclude pupils v/ith
contagious diseases including colds, physical exam-
ination of all pupils, corrective physical training,
and health cou.rses designed to develop good health
hahits and proper attitudes and ideals and knowledge
towards health.
14. Providing "better equipment
Buildings, equipment, and materials of instruction
suitable to program of studies and varied needs of
pupils, adeq.uate lihrary and laboratory facilities
and teaching aids.
15. Introducing departmental instruction
Some superintendents of schools urged that depart-
mental work "be introduced as low as the third grade,
others that it be introduced in grades 4-6 and some
did not want it until the sixth grade or above.
16. Administering a well balanced program of extra curriculum
activities
Increased pupil's interests through music , art,
dramatics, and athletics; proved adequate supervision
of extra curriculum activities.
17. Organizing the schools on supervised study plan
18. Establishing closer contacts with parents
19. Introducing nev methods of organization and teaching
20. Employing visiting teachers
21. Lengthening the school day or the school year
A longer school day v/hich permits the inclusion of
many vorthwhile and interesting activities; a
school day long enough to complete all v ori in
classrooms, thus eliminating home vork; longer
school term.
22. Admitting pupils to first grade only when they are
mature enough to do first grade v orh
Admission to first grade only to those apparently
ready to progress, regardless of age, but vith
sub-primary provisions for those not ready.
23. Setting up definite educational aims
V/hile some superintendents of schools argued for a
clear cut definition of ob.iectives e.-pressed in
measurable terms, others urged that there be less
concern over mastery of skills and technic and more
emphasis put on attitudes and ideals learning.
24. Revising marking system
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Insistence that teachers have a clear notion of
v-hat rating or raarkinf really means; raarkintT and
report system which emphasized, citizenship qualities
;
requiring different standards of pupils of different
levels of ahility-- several superintendents of schools
eliminate grades of report cards, giving instead
a statement as to v/hether or not the pupil's v.ork
is satisfactory, i.e., v.hether he is doing his hest.
25. Improving faculty meetings and faculty relationships
Less formalism in faculty relationships--securing
the understanding and cooperation of teachers through
the committee v/ork and study of common problems;
regular teacher's meeting for organized study of
pupils' needs, prevention of pupil failures and
discussion of individual cases.
26. Offering more elective suh fleets
27. Providing parallel curriculums
23. Enforcing attendajice lav;s more strictly
29. Supplying more carefully selected texthooks
20.. Providing summer classes
31. Organizing larger administrative units, consolidation
of small schools
32. Making child growth and development the chief ohjective of
education
33. Maintaining a "better system of records, less dependence on
memory, careful cumulative records
34. Encouraging teachers to pursue professional courses while
in service, v;hich v/ill react on the v.orlc of the classroom
35. Requiring fever subjects, providing a lighter course of study
36. Improving oorditions for the teaching personnel
Better salary schedules,, partial salary during
sabbatical leave, adequate retirement system, and
financial recognition of professional grov.th
37. Publication of school bulletins or use of some other
definite method of enlightening the teaching corps
regarding definite policies or methods
33. Providing psychological cliric for study axd treatment
of maladjusted pupils
39. Building up a better morale among the whole teaching body
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40. Analyzing causes of pupil failure throuejhout the school system
41. Exercising great care in placing pupils
Careful placement of late entrants and out-of-tovm
entrants; right placement in early grades; grade
placement of basis of social and physical, as veil
as mental, development.
42. Revising present time allotments in local courses of study
43. Introducing "home room" organization in .junior and senior
high school
44. Supplying aids for visual instruction
4f5. Carrying out cycle organization vhere teacher stays v/ith
the same group for several years
46. Separating the sexes in certain "branches or throughout
the secondary school period
47. Insisting on more home study
48. Organizing a demonstration school
49. Bringing ahout a closer articulation of the various
administrative units." (1)
note 1.—Ninth Yearbook, Department Superintendence, Means
for Reducing Pupil Failure
(5
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PART VI
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE CAUSES OF RETARDATION AND
MALADJU3T21E1TT IN EVERETT, MASSACHUSETTS, FOR THE SCHOOL
YEAR 1929-1930
r
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AN inVESTIGATIOK OF THE CAUSES OF RETARDATION IN EVERETT,
MASSACHUSETTS, FOR THE YEAR
1929--19S0
Fifteen rpincipals and 325 teachers of Everett,
Massachusetts, v/ere asked to give their opinions as to the
causes of pupils beint, required to repeat the year's
v/ork, 1929--19Z0
Tahle I shows the q.uestionaire submitted and a summary of
reasons g^iven.
cV
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Everett, Massachusetts
- School Enrollment- --§1Q^--'
l=?ii__Grade ITo. pupils retarded--^!^ Year---i222zl°5Q-_.
If more than one of the reasons listed below has caused
a child to repeat, check the one most salient factor,
A pupil is considered retarded if he is incapable of
performinf: the tasks required of the majority of pupils of
corresponding chronological age.
Per cent of Retardation 9
CAUSES No. of pupils as of
June, 1930
1. ADMIITI STRATI VE
a. Transfer from school to school
b. Double schools; half day sessions 150
c. Truancy 12
d. Irregular attendance 15
e. Building operating going on
f. Lack of guidance 20
g. School day too short
h. Lack of supervised study
i. Discipline too formal
,i
.
Discipline too informal
k. Classes too large 10
1. Inexperienced teachers
m. Poor teaching
n. Lack of equipment
0. Lack of uniformity of course of study
p. Standard of achievement too high
g. Text book not ad.ipted to individual differences
r. Double promotions 2
s. Unsympathetic teachers
t. Incorrect grouping of pupils 25
u. Work of course too intensive for average mind
V. School does not offer opportur.i ties for life e-cperiences
V/. Nature of v.ork too abstract
X. ITo course adapted to the needs of the pupils 40
y. Required ivork does not follov; the development
of spontaneous interests of the child
z. Problem cases not carefully diagnosed
1. Courses disregard the capacities of the child 1
2. Little provision made for social contacts
3. Little provisior. for ir.dividual differences
4. Transiency of turnover
5. Subject difficulties
2. HEALTH CONDITIONS
Social
a. Parasitic tendencies 5
b. Anti-social tendencies
c. Indolence
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Chronic 2
Adolescent 3
YatlgVie 2
d. Fo interest in life 2
e. Too much time spent on extra curricular activities 1
f . Inability to make social adiustments
g. ITot cooperative 1
h. Malicious
i. Excessive smoking
J . Intozication-'beverages
]<:. Sex Itbits
1. Persistantly ill-mannered 1
m. Undesiralile companions 2
n. Poor home conditions ' 10
0. Poor community surroundings 5
p. Overv.orked at home 2
g. Excessive parental pressure 2
r. Faulty rest habits
Mental
a. Mentally immature for the grade 16
Td. Efforts unregulated and uncontrolled S
c. Improper neuro-muscular coordination 5
d. Exaggerated ego
f. lov; intelligence quotient 204
g. Inferiority complex 2
h. Superiority complex 3
1. Uncontrolled desire for sports, adventure,
creative worl:, reading, pugilism, proceation
1. Temperamental 4
k. Reaction time too great 29
1, ITot hook minded 21
m. Under excessive mental strain
n. Did not like teacher 2
0. Did not like school 2
p. Negative tendencies
q. Did not like subject 1
r. Excessive inhibitions 1
s. Over indulged emotionally by parents
t. Inability to concentrate
u. Desire to go to work outside of school
V. Neurotic 1
Physical
a. Malnutrition 10
b. Illness 14
c. Fatig-ue
d. Epileptic ?
e. Crippled 1
f. Defective eyesight
g. Defective hearing
h. Inadeq^uately coordinated physical development 2
1. Lack of proper recreation 2
,1 . Adenoids
1 -
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)t. Tonsils 2
1. Inherited, constitutional weakness 3
m. Physically imraat-are for f:racLe 10
n. Physically overdeveloped lor f^ade Z
0. Speach defect 2
p. Anemic 1
q. Overveie'ht
f r, IJnderv eig-ht 2
s. ^Defective teeth
t. '^aulty rest halDits 15
3. ENVIROUMETTTAL COiraiTIGNS
a. Parents v/orrying 2
b. Overindulged financially
c. Poverty 3
d. Laclc of £"ood parental influence 10
e. Forei£Ti parents
f. Immoral parents 1
g. Race nationality differences
h. Parents encourage pupils in arrogant attitudes
tov.ard the teacher 2
1. Language differences 9
,i . Parents vill not cooperate with the school 1
3c. Lack of quifet in home during time needed for
home vork 8
1. Fagging by parents and other relatives
m. Parents unsympathetic 4
n. Death in family
0. Broken home 1
714
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EVERETT SURVEY
The folloving talDle shows the causes of retardation in
Everett, Massachusetts, for year 1929-19S0, as given by the
teachers and principals listed under the ma^or headings of
Administrative. Health including Social, Mental, and
Physical factors, and Environment. The causes having the greatest
number of cases are listed first under each of the four main
headings
.
Table II
Causes of Retardation for June 1930
Administrative
Cause No. of Cases
Double Schools 150
To course adapted to needs of pupils 40
Incorrect Grouping 25
Lac]^ of Guidance 20
Irregular Attendance 15
Health--Social
Poor Home Conditions 10
Inability to moXe social adjustment 4
Anti-social tendencies 4
Health--Mental
Lov. I .Q. 204
Mentally immature for grades 16
Reaction time too great 29
ITot book minded 21
Efforts unregulated and uncontrolled 7
Health- -Physical
Faulty rest habits 15
Illness 14
Malnutrition 10
Physically immature 10
Diseased adenoids and tonsils 2
1c
Environmental
Lack of £-ood parental influence 10
Lack of ^iet in home during time for home v/ork 3
Race nationality differences 10
Parents unsympathetic 4
Differences in teacher standards of pupil accomplishment
and differences in marks caused 17 pupils to repeat.
A Discussion of the Reasons Given
The principals and teachers of Everett list one hundred
and fifty cases of retardation as caused by double schools.
The greatest number of these cases occurred in grade eight
where pupils v.ho should normally attend school for five hours
each day attended only four and one half hours. There v/as no
opportunity for after session classes because the second session
pupils came in and occupied all the classrooms. Not only was
retardation increased in this grade, but many pupils who were
promoted from grade eight failed in grade nine because of poor
foundation v.ork in grade eight. In grades five, six, and seven
many pupils were retarded for a second year in these grades
so that the mortality v/ould not be so great ir £rade eight.
In fact, the effect of short sessions caused by the doable
schools in grade eight affected the promotion through all the
elementary grades. In one school, double sessions v ere reouired
in grades two and three with the result that the percentage of
retardation in those grades was greater than the three
following grades. Teachers said that in double schools they
did not have opportunity to check up on outside work done by
the pupils particularly in grade eight. This indicated that
many pupils were reauired to repeat a full year's work because
of inadequate housing conditions. The greatest remedy here is
a full day school for every child.
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Forty pupils failed promotion tecause the school offered
no course that would fit the atilities or inabilities of the
child. This was particularly true in grades five, six, and
seven, vhere hoys and eirls who were not hook minded had little
opportunities to progress in lines req.uirinf; motor activity.
Some 73upils over fourteen years of age were put into classes
in the Everett Trade School, hut there were many more applicants
than could he admitted because of seating conditions. This
condition indicates that the Trade School should he enlarged
and prevocational classes, offering a variety of hsmdwork,
should he formed in the grades. Many of these pupils should
receive special attention from experts in psychiatry and he
grouped into small classes under the guidance of specially
trained teachers.
Tv"enty-five pupils repeated a t'rade because they v/ere
improperly grouped. Ivlore attention should be given to the
grouping of pupils and greater freedom to change from group
to group if conditions seem to indicate that a change would
be beneficial to the pupil. More careful consideration including
testing should be given each child before placing him in a group.
Tv;enty-five pupils repeated because of lack o'f f:uidance.
All these cases v ere reported from the 'union and senior high
school. Practically all the g:uidance that is given the pupils
in Everett is by the teachers and principals. Huch of this is
incidental and is considered part of the supervisory program.
There is, however, one course in grade eight called vocations.
There is evidently a need for a more careful study of each child
with emphasis on guidance in the selection of courses, subjects
and vocations. One or more directors of guidance should be
provided.
Ic
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Fifteen cases of retarcLation were caused t.y irregular
attendance. There is eood evidence that many of the pupils
vere absent for reasons other then illness. There v.ere several
cases of truancy for one or more days and several cases v;here
the v.ritten reasons for absences were sijrned "by parents or
guardians. These should have received further inves ti^-ation
.
Although this number is comparatively small, there is
sufficient evidence to v-arrant a more thorough check-up on all
cases of absence.
HEALTH 3CGIAL
Ten pupils were req.uired to repeat a grade because the
homes did not provide the proper stimulus for a healthy
attitude tov.ard school. Eight of these cases occurred in
the elementary grades. In each case large families lived in
crovded quarters. Several pupils sensing the inferiority
of their homes became too retiring to participate voluntarily
in school situations.
Irregular rest habits and diet, general indifference to"
the velfare of the children and low standards of living did
not give the pupils the desire to do good school v.ork. Cne
case occurred in .junior high and one in senior high for
similar reasons.
It is difficult for the schools to remedy unfavorable
home conditions. Perhaps more should be done in the class-
room to establish higher ideals of living, a visiting teacher
or social worker would find a good field here. The school
nurse might do more. Glasses in adult education might reach
a few of these cases.
t<»
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Four p-upils failed because they lacked the a'bility to
ad.mst themselves to social situations. Probably they would
have been helped by a director of griidance cmd a better
adaptation of school situations to suit their needs. i'he
mental attitude of the child is probably in a lare'e measure
responsible for these cases. They could doubtless by helped
by a psycholoj?ist . "Anti-social tendencies" is a reason given
for four repeaters. ITobody knows if these pupils are normal,
but it vas the opinion of the teachers that they possessed
abnormal traits. One was in grade seven, one in nine, and
three in ten. No anti-social tendencies appeared before the
seventh grade. The ouestion arises: Did the school system
develop these tendencies or vere they innate? These cases
should have come before the psychologist or social v/orker
before they became chronic. One pupil age fifteen had received
an individual mental test and V'as found normal. The case
required the advice of a psychiatrist. The school should., give
a more careful analysis of each pupil's home and school environment.
Tv-o hundred and four pupils repeated because of low I.s,.'s.
This means that the pupils did not have the proper mental
equipment to do the v.'ork required of the prescribed course of
study. Twenty of these were in special classes and had I. Q.'s
as lov. as 58. The great majority, however, had I. Q.'s of
about 70. Some v.ere attempting to do college preparatory work.
Others vere trying to accomplish the v.ork of the general course
in Jr. aTxd Sr. High. 113 of the cases occurred in Jr. and Jr. High.
The percentage of failure here was greater than in the first six
grades. This was because the pupils are better adiusted in the
grades. There is sufficient evidence that the type of v ork
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reouired of these pupils which are malad.msted and have limited
mental capacities is not suited to their needs.
The fact that ten pupils were called immature for the
grades gives evidence of unsatisfactory adjustment. All these
cases were from grade one through to grade nine.
HEALTH PHYSICAL
If fifteen pupils were required to repeat a grade hecause
of excessive fatigu.e and lack of energy in the classroom,
fourteen failed because of illness (nine of these were contagious
diseases), ten failed "because of malnutrition and ten through
physical immaturity, it is q.uite evident that Everett should
put more effort into improving the health conditions in the
school. Health hahits should he taught as should also the
control of contagious diseases. More home education is needed.
The health or science course should give more attention to
teaching proper diets. The department of physical education
should stress these points also, More doctors and nurses are
needed in the schools as are also clinics for thorough physical
examination and posture work.
ENVIR0HM3NTAL
A total of forty pupils were retarded "because of unsuitable
home conditions. Through the pupils, social workers, nurses.
Home and School Associations, local papers, Americanization
classes, suggestions for home improvement can be put into operation
which will raise the general standard of the pupils' home
environment. Through the elementary grades no home work should
be required. There is a tendency to require less in ,lunior and
senior high schools. The lengthening of the school day would
f
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eliminate home assignment. Progressive educators are giving
this point careful study and prolDably in the nep.r future
general home assi^Timent requirements v.ill be eliminated from
the public schools.
CONCLUSIONS
This investigation indicates that if the public schools
of Everett are to give to the children of that city the type
of education and the quality of care to which they are entitled
the follov;ing changes should be made in the educational system:
The City of Everett should
1, Eliminate double schools. Larger elementary schools and
an up to date junior high should be established.
2. Offer a greater variety of school activities, intra and extra,
more dramatics, public speaking, debating etc.
S. Give pupils more guidance. A complete progr^^-.m for the entire
city should be established for school and vocational guidance.
4. G-ive greater care to grouping of pupils. Each pupil is a
case and more study should be given his individual differences.
5. Improve attendance. Provide for more careful irvestigation
of all cases of absence.
6. Have a psychological clinic. There should be one psychologist
for each thousand pupils.
7. Provide more organized social education in class-room, home
room periods, clubs, social etc.
8. Provide more carefully for the mentally deficient. Provide
more opportunity classes, special classes, and adjustment groups.
9. Place greater emphasis on health education. A doctor and nurse
should be in each building every day. Thorough health exam-
inations should be made each year v.ith more follov/ up vork.
10. Inaugnirate a definite program for parent education to the
educational policy of the city. More and better organized
Home and School Associations should be organized, and more
publicity given to school activities.
v'
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Organize prevocational classes. These should include both
"boys and girls from 12-14 years of age and offer a wide
variety of activities requiring motor skills.
Organize more classes for misfit pupils. These should "be
for pupils with normal mentality, hut "because of certain
social complexes find it difficult to adjust to the regnilar
program. These classes should "be small, not more than
fifteen pupils, 8Jid not co- educational
.
Provide teachers v.ith more definite standards for academic
accomplishments
.
Ssta'blish a more uniform plan for marking pupils. The same
v'orking standard should prevail throughout the city. More
general-city-v/ide tests from the main office v;ould "be desira"bl
a course of study should "be provided for each su"bject
required to "be taught.
<
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PART VII
RECOMMMDED REMEDIAL PROCEDURES FOR
DECREASING RETARDATION AND MALADJUSTMENT
A. A Case Curriculum for a Three Year Senior High School
B. Education for the Oifted Children
C. Suggestions for Teaching Social Subjects to
Gifted Children
D. Education for the Mentally Limited Pupil
E. Guidance Outline for Grades I—IX
F. A Suggestive Promotion Plan
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A CASE CURRICULm
The follov.ine plan is for a three year senior high school,
grades X,XI , XII
.
A case curricula shoulcL te offered in every high school.
Each pupil constitutes a case. Ee should be reaiii^:*©*! "to take
certain prescribed courses such as English for four years,
general mathematics for one year, and general science for one
year. Other subjects laiovvn as electives and "by far representing
the major part of the course should be left to the pupil's choice.
After his case has "been carefully studied "by curriculum specialists
and the director of guidance and recommendations made, the
administrator recognizing the varying aptitudes and interests
of the pupils v'ill place his pupils in case groups in sizes
consistent v;ith econom-ical school administration. The pupils of
groups resemble each other in the possession of qualities
significant to their education. The courses must be so arranged
that the proper amount of suitable work is required of each
case group.
Adjustment of work to provide for individual differences
within the case group is essential. The plan Vv-ill provide for
four types of v.ork. One for superior mentality^ I.Q. above
125, average I.Q. 90-125, limited I.Q. 70-90, and subnormal I.Q.
55-70. The line of demarcation is indefinite between any tv.o
of the joining groups, hence flexibility between the groups is
necessary.
In determining the degree of individual differences the
following ages v/ill serve as a basis on v.hich to pleji the case
groups and courses of study: Chronological age-indicating time
elapsed since birth, mental age-indicating stage of mental
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development, pedagogical age-indicating stage of mental develop
ment whose variability depends upon the opportionity of social
education provided by the system. Anatomical age- indicating
stage of "bodily development, moral age-indicating stage of
moral development whose variahility depends upon the immoral
and moral tendencies of the ego and the morality of the childs
environment which in turn depends upon the existing moral code
of the community.
It is indeed rare to find anyone individual v/ho is normal
in all of the six ages mentioned ahove. It usually follows,
however, that the mental age is equal to or greater than the
chronological (Terman)* But there are a great many e-ceptions
to this generalization. The school curriculum must provide
for these exceptions. Differentiating the req.uirements makes
possible a high degree of individualization. Its successful
administration in the classroom presupposes on the part of the
teacher, knowledge of the educational status of his pupils
as individuals.
Organization of the materials of instruction so as to
permit flexible assignments and the adoption of a technique of
instruction v/hich will enable the teacher to use a large share
of his teaching time in directing individual work rather than
hearing lessons is essential. The pupils need to be studied
and stimulated in terms of specific abilities. Both their
strong and weak points should be studied.
Gidding (1) says the school should make the boy or girl
Note 1.—Mighty Medicine, Gidding, Macmillan, Page 142.
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a loyal citizen, should cultivate virtues of intellectual
honesty and should cultivate pride in one's vork. ^
In adapting the school to the four major mentality groups
a careful consideration of the mental traits of the average
pupil in each group v:ill provide a "basis for administration of
the school and classroom procedure. The purpose of the school
is to take all pupils including those of average and limited
capacities and "background and to discover for each one the
particular curriculum which promises most for him and for
society in li"beral education and preparation for practical life
A school system is successful if it retains children in school
and discovers the particular su"bject matter and activities
which eq.uip them successfully to meet the varied demands of
a complex and rapidly changing civilization.
It is the duty of the next higher grade or unit to accept
pupils v/ho are properly promoted to it from the lower grade
or unit and to adapt its v-.ork to fit the needs of these pupils.
All promotion procedure demands continuous analysis and study
of cumulative pupils' case history records in order that
refinement of procedure may not result in guess work, and
conjecture "be reduced to a minimum.
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The following articles indicate how a school system
should "be adjusted to fit the needs of gifted pupils and pupils
of limited mentality .
Some general principles which should control the curricula
for the gifted child .
1. The interests of the pupils at large are "best served
"by developing in the elementary school and Junior high
school a community of interests.
2. The "bright student as well as society at large, gains
most when problems are attacked on deeper levels and
"by more ela"borate methods than are possi'ble with
mediocre students.
3. Curricula adjustments should "be made on the "basis of
school accomplishment rather than on the basis of
intelligence scores;
a. It sq.uares v/ith the ideals and purposes of
American democracy.
"b. Such a plan is most wholesome for the student
c. Such a plan begets good teaching
4. High standards should be set for bright students in
tasks that are of a drill, memory, or routine nature.
5. "Unusual talents.
6. Physical history.
7. Special disabilities.
8. Family conditions.
9. Chronological age.
10. Social age, maturity, and adaptability.
11. Application to v/ork as emotional reaction toward school
12. Present acceleration of retardation.
13. School expectancy.
14. Attendance.
15. Effect on class morale. (1)
For the gifted child provision should be made for rapid
advancement through the traditional classes, the lock step plan,
4
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in an enriched program in connection with traditional class
requirements. Individual instruction, rapid classes in an
X. Y. Z. plan of grouping, promotion by subject, and special
classes are other means of providing for gifted children.
All promotions should "be decided on the basis of the
individual pupil. The greatest good to the all-round developmen
of the individual must be the chief consideration. The adminis-
trative set-up should be sufficiently flexible to prevent the
malad,1ustment of pupils. The greatest good for the greatest
number must be considered. When the promotion of a particular
pupil may result in harm to the group, then the single pupil
should be sacrificed rather than the larger number. V/ith a
sufficiently flexible program this v^ould seldom happen. A
definite set of factors should be agreed upon, v;hich each
teacher will take into consideration in forming his judgment as
to v/hether or not a particular pupil should be promoted. This
criteria for promotion must take into consideration the nature
of the v;ork in the higher grade, and the flexibility of its
organization, the minimum requirements of its courses of study,
and methods employed by the teacher.
The following table lists factors to be considered in
promoting a pupil. They are given in the order of their
importance
.
1. School History (scholarship attainment or mastery of
subject matter)
2. Mental ability
Personal Health conditions
4. Personal characteristics, including emotional
stability and character traits
Note 1. --Ninth Yearbook Department, Superintendence
(
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Following are listed the most salient traits of gifted
children v/ith suggestions showing how the administration of
the school and the classroom technique should be ad,iusted to
fit the needs of this type of pupil:
Gifted children have versatility and vitality
of interest .
Administration : Enriched curriculum; opportunity for
additional vocational training; establish a broader view point;
provide more constructive social experience; provide more music
and art execution and appreciation.
Classroom Procedure : Provide more original work; create higher
standards; use more biography and supplementary reading on
related subjects. Very bright pupils may lose interest if
school work is too easy for them or fail to develop habits
of application and concentration.
Gifted pupils have ability to work with abstractions .
Administration : Provide opportunity to pursue in detail formal
academic subjects. Allow pupil participation in school
government and plan courses for desired ob^iectives; provide
activity or home room periods, assemblies and business meetings.
Provide vvork with more involved principles in Science, English
and Mathematics.
Classroom Procedure : Socialized recitation: Much application
of principles underlying facts; deductions and conclusions;
application of these to life situations; spiritual values of
life debated; opportunity for association of ideas; to use
reasoning power and to discriminate; develop powers of observation.
Gifted pupils have intellectual curiosity, originality and initiative
Administration : Research work; collections; hobbies; much
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library work; field trips; special responsibilities and duties;
compose music, poems, original design, poetry, prose, and plays;
introduce higher type of material which caji "be dealt with
successfully "by those of superior intellect; curriculum content
must differ in both quality and quantity; provide opportunity
to train for leadership.
Classroom Procedure : Provide project plan of v.ork; special
reports on related material; laboratory experiments and craft
prelects and design; self directions. These pupils excel in
thinking things out together. They have creative power. Thus
they are especially amendable to the project method. The method
of the seminar is feasible. They like to impart information, ask
questions and be questioned. Thus, much socialized recitation
is desirable. Provide elaboration of ideas. Drill and check on
the whole process of induction because they spring quickly to a
generalization. Because of their quiclmess be v/atchful of
inaccuracy and superficial thinking. The keynote in education
for pupils of superior mental ability of any age is to provide a
v/ealth of stimulation of a suitable order.
Gifted children have accurate, positive, short reaction time.
Administration : Enri-ched curriculum; broad courses; avocational
training; debating team; public speaking; dramatics; more detail;
research; larger classes; self direction. Provide more courses
and make it possible to do three years' work in two. Provide
opportunity for leadership. Provide opportunity for observing
principles and theory in practice through field trips.
Classroom Procedure : All v/ork easily assimilated. Provide
much related material and experience. Remember these pupils
read much more rapidly -and remember more than the average pupil.
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They have the power to concentrate and can grasp an idea at its
first presentation. More abstract theory should be tg.ufht cjid.
there should be more teaching by meojtis of principles. Evaluation
and organization should be emphasized. Provide standards of
attainments and time spent on drill material should be treated
quite differently from that used for dull pupils. Amount of
review should be reduced as well as the number of illustrations
to establish a particular point. Many repetitions are irksome.
Gifted children have mental endurance and tenacity of purpose .
Administration : Provide longer periods. More detail requirements
in school tasks; longer school day; involved situations.
Classroom Procedure : With voluntary pov/er of sustained attention
these pupils have unusual power of focusing their attention upon
a task. Long assignments and long periods do not fatigue them.
High standards should be set for these students in tasks that
are of a drill, memory, or routine nature. These pupils should
have more opportunity for creative work.
Gifted pupils have ability to know when they do not !knov/ .
Administration: Provide sufficient reference material for facts.
Much library work. Socialize recitation and debates.
Classroom Procedure : Provide opportunity for self criticism.
Gifted pupils have the power of generalization :
Adm.in i s trati on : In addition to furnishing problems to solve,
furnish guidejnce for the pupils as they attempt to solve their
own problems.
Classroom Procedure : These pupils quickly see underlying
principles, relate similar principles and foresee results.
Use much induction and deduction in teaching. Allow pupils
to dra\. own conclusions.
c-
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To illustrate how a subject should he handled for a superior
pupil the following article on Social Studies is suhmitted.
SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING A SOCIAL
SUBJECT TO A SUPERIOR GROUP
A teacher of social subjects to a superior ^rroup should
have some very clearly defined opinion as to why special attention
should be given to the education of the gifted child.
Vtiat is the only justification for "onusual attention to
any group supported by public money? The answer is to be
found in the return which society may expect from such attention.
The education of the individual of superior gifts is the best
possible investment. There is some controversy among writers
relative to the education of the child for good citizenship or
for the grov;th of the individual alone. V.e v.ould state the
purpose from both the individualistic and social point of view.
This all-round development should insure the fullest returns
to the public.
The aims might be formulated as follov.s:
General Aim :
To train these gifted children so that they Vvlll render
a maximum return for the common good.
Specific Aims :
1. To draft human knov/ledge and energy into human service.
E. To have the superior ir dividual realize the value of
his gifts to society.
2. To train the individual in the kind of leadership that
is beat for the common good.
4. To^find an opportunity :'or the kind of originality
v;hich seeks the best models and masters in aiding
progress. The doing of old things in nev. v.ays.

5. To afford an opportunity for the mastery of a subject.
6. To give definite training in reflective thinking and
the fonndation of logical conclusions.
With these ohjectives in mind the teacher of social subjects
must carry a heavy part of the burden. The mere enric^unent
and deepening of the curriculum will not automatically produce
the required results. A gifted person without social consciousness
is more dangerous to society than a moron. Therefore, if v. e add
to superior gifts educational advantages v.ithout making him more
sensitive to the common good, will not the danger to society
become the greater instead of less? Exploitation of the less
fortunate is undoubtedly the ansv/er. The need of society today
is not only a more thorough development of special talents, but
the dedication of that talent to some special service. The social
subjects must be so taught that they Vvill provide for attitudes
and ideals vv-hich will draft humen knov/ledge and energy into human
service. The individual differences are a part of the plan of
nature and should be dealt v;ith accordingly.
V/ith these points in mind it is clear that some form of
educational guidance is necessary. A system which drains the
less fortunate classes of all the talent born to them is to be
cleplored. Before v;e adopt such a system v;e shall thoroughly
consider the result. Is not intelligent leadership with the
lower classes necessary for their uplift? History records but
few examples of the emancipation of one class by another.
Therefore the teaching of the social subjects to potential leaders
and originators is full of dangers and pitfalls to the unwary.
V/e m.ust look to scientific studies for our guidance. There must
be a full realization that the superior individual is not sacred,
«-
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"but his gifts are, and it devolves upon the school to help him to
realize this. Let the superior child loiov; that public schools
are based upon a philosophy v.hich presupposes t'ood for the
community. To sum up the v.hole matter there is but one under-
lying purpose to guide the several acts of instruction, and
that the optimum result from the standpoint of the individual
as a member of society. We must guard against spoiling the
child by impressing unduly upon him the fact that he is gifted.
Education for Initiation and Originality .
We are told that the gifted child must be given an
opportunity to work upon his own initiative and to create.
It is well to consider just v/hat this means and what we shall
achieve by such a procedure. Originality must never show
weakness in doing routine v/ork in accepted ways, or an essential
dislike of traditional knowledge or customs, or any lack of
fixed habits, but show strength in doing work that is nev. or
doing it in nev; ways. V.'e like the following definition of
"Creative thinking": "Creative thinking is that form of mental
activity that applies one set of conditions to a new situation
in such a way as to bring about a new and significant combination.
It involves that type of imagery that sees the old in nev patterns.
It is this type of thinking which weaves the fine ideals of
human conduct into beautiful systems.
The following q.uotation from Prof. Thorndike illustrates
the futility of trying to train for the kind of originality which
fails to make a study of the great masters and leaders:
Note 1.--G. S. Counts, Social Purpose of the Education of the
Gifted Child, Ed. Review, Vol. LXIV, Page 61
«
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"Once in so often some student who v.ishes to do vork at
teachers' college for a degree in ed-acation writes atout his
ideas and adds that he knows they are original because he has
avoided reading anything on the subject. --We never encourage
such men to come to Teachers' College", says Professor Thomdike.
In the light of the ahove ve might think of intellectual
independence as reasoned dependence. V.e should develop in the
child a scientific attitude toward his own progress, and a
scientific method of attacking problems. Independence will not
be lost by placing greater emphasis upon obedience to right
facts in school. This training in research and selection rests
upon the teacher of social subjects to a larger degree. 3he
must see to it that the masters, models, facts, creeds and
ideals are right, that the words are impartially chosen in the
light of pure reason. Secondly that the individual is free to
do what he can to change ideas, customs, and institutions for
the better, but that even the highest of the high is not free
to change them otherv/ise.
If it is our purpose to perpetuate a nation of intelligent
cynics or stupid fundamentalists we shall continue to teach that
our political, economic, and other social institutions are so
sacred that they may not be (questioned. V.'e shall teach them,
however, that effective independence, initiative, and originality
are continued organization upon a higher level. I'hese children
must be encouraged to examine critically but sympathetically all
institutions inherited from the past or now in the process of growth.
Opportunity should be provided to show how intelligent human beings
conform to many conventions even though they may not approve. We
shall now consider the methods of producing these desirable outcomes.
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The course itself vill differ in kind, eytent, and amount of
su"b;ect matter to be studied.
Basic to the course of study and "back of an intelligent
understanding' of methods and devices, is a knov.ledce of the
fundamental principles of the learning process; without this
background methods v.ill become more formulae for teaching school--
certain directions to be followed. If v. e are to supervise the
social subjects, ve should make sure that the teacher understands
thoroughly the principle of self-aot : vity. She must knov that
a child learns only through his ovn mental responses, reactions,
and behavior; that only through this self-activity is he changed.
It is vhat pupils do, and not v hat the teacher does that educates.
With this basic knov ledge our teacher is ready to plan intelligently.
First there v.ill be a challenge, general questions, suggestions of
all sorts and application v.hich sends them exploring in all directions.
A's v.-ill get much in the v/ay of by-products. They set up "hooks" --
related ideas on which to hang the assignment. They take readily
to reference material, but there must be a definite scheme in the
teacher's mind. ohe sets up the goal and knows where the thing is
going, for pupils must be trained in organization of ideas; these
pupils learn by generalization readily. Here is an opportunity to
teach reflective thinking. By the teacher, using Dev ey' s "Complete
act of thought," these people will reach generalizations through
observation and inductive reasoning. Few illustrations are necessary'-.
They have little difficulty in making applications. Drill will play
a much less prominent part in their training. They will see many
relationsMps v ith things already familiar. These relationships
w-ill be their test methods of remembering. A skeptical rather
critical attitude vill be helpful to them. Gifted pupils are
generally found to be better at planning than at execution, as
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they are impatient of detail. Training is needed in this line.
The course of study will call for more thoroughness, more
depth, give them an opportunity to sit dovn v.ith a hook and live
on an intellectual level. Here v/e may have what is termed mastery
of a suh.iect. Time consuming instead of time saving methods.
The laboratory idea of the Dalton plan might he utilized. The
Winnetlca plan has much to offer in the way of individualization.
This group must be treated as one made up of distinctive individuals.
Individual adaptation is necessary. The higher up the scale we go
the greater the qualitative difference and the greater need for
individualism. Study will base itself upon reason ajid not upon
tradition. The social studies are to be so presented as to afford
vital social experiences. Our teacher wall hove these pupils deal
with concrete problems as well as v.ith words, encouraged to gather,
organize and apply. The project, problem, exercise, or w'hatever
we may wish to call these activities which place stress upon purposefil
doing are valuable elements for application in this group.
Biography well written and carefully chosen affords a good
approach to the understanding of the w^ays in which civilization
rises from the selective thinking of a few. These lessons should
be driven home. After all the problem becomes largely one of
presentation. This group contains potential contributions to our
civilization, the great creative minds and leaders of the future.
Highly endowed children do things differently than average children,
and for progress, deviation is as important as continuation. There-
fore, we justify the difference in methods and materials on these
grounds
.
The question of socialization is closely allied to method,
indeed it is closely woven into the fabric. It is through this
t
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socialization that ve shall get integration of the learning
process and develop within this group that social consciousness
which ve have made our major aim in teaching a social suhject.
Many educators agree that these pupils ought not to he
en tirely segregated from the average group in the social subjects.
For it is through the socializing of activities that the aims of
the social subject will function. Gifted children can add to the
things in v/hich the average group may excel, therefore, there
should be cooperative enterprises, and there should be opportunities
for the gifted pupil to meet and accept defeat at the hands of the
average child. Here again the Winnetka plans offer suggestions.
There is opportunity for greater depth and extensiveness of study
without the hampering influence of the slow moving group, then
again there is opportunity for the children to relate their interests
w^ith each other and with the school. Independence is in this way
more fully realized. They learn to merge their personal interests
in the v/elfare of the whole as well as contributing their special
abilities to the welfare of the whole. The laboratory idea of
the Dalton plan, where they go from laboratory to laboratory
mingling vrith one another, offers still other suggestions. Hosic
in his cooperative unit group plan offers opportunity for pupils
to vorlc part of the time with their own levels of ability, and
part of the time with children of their own physical and social
development but of different levels of ability. At any rate
gifted children must have an opportunity to loiow how to get* on
with all sorts of people. Devew^ says, "No individual, no economic
group could presume to live independently of each other." There
is no better way to teach inter-dependence than through cooperative
school activities. Our class will be trained to work both
It
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independently and with the croup v^orXlne out some particular
problem or exercise, under pupil leadership, and then pooling
their combined efforts for mutual "benefit, a teaching-learning
situation vhich calls for directed or supervised study, group
v;ork, and socialized procedure. This is no place for a teacher
with a one-track mind, hampered "by traditional methods and ideas,
"but for one v.ith the value of the social studies clearly in mind.
She guides her group in organization and application. She must be
able to select materials and activities v/hich v;ill cause the
ob,iectives to be realized. She should study well the characteristics
of these children.
Since gifted children's character traits about eoual their
mental capacity, generally speaking, they socialize easily, are
modest, trustv, orthy, work and play hard, and are foremost in
school activities. Such traits as studiousness , pov;er to give
sustained attention, persistence, leadership, initiative, evenness
of temper, emotional self-control, will-pov/er, cheerfulness,
courage, sense of humor, and obedience are usually'' evident and
because these children usually reach maturity considerably sooner
than the average child, they offer a problem in social adjustment.
The mixing of this group v;ith average and mentally limited pupils
through cooperative activities as well as in selected academic subjects
is desirable. Some definite scheme is necessary for the development
of social mindedness which can come only through participation in the
activities of and rubbing elbows with the less fortunate.
Individual Differences .
It is a mistake to treat this group as entirely homogeneous.
There will be differences in achievement, lack of industry, application
and concentration, due perhaps to the fact that the child has been

taught and gro-aped in such a way that there has "been no challenge
He has perhaps used his v/its to get "by v.ith little v.ork, "becoming
mentally lazy and indifferent. Even v;ithin a superior group
there is difference of environment. All have not had superior
cultural surroundings, and there will he pliysical differences.
There is the question of setting the sta.ndard high enough
and making the v/ork deep enough for all; extensiveness , intensive
ness, and quality must he the watchwords. The normal curve of
distribution must he the same as in an average group. If v.e find
that many A's are grouped on the high side of the curve, what is
the influence? Either the standard is not high enough for all its
groups, or there is not enough enrichment and deptl; or the methods
of presentation may he at fault. Ohjective diagnostic tests
systematically used and applied accordii g to the criteria of
common sense will he found very valu^^hle in keeping the standard
right. The possihility of too much group instruction presents
itself as another cause. These children require individual oppor-
tunity the higher up they go on the mental scale. This brings
us to the question of--Enrichment Vs. Accelleration or both.
A review of competent writers on the subject seems to show
a decided balance in favor of enrichment. There v/ill probably be
some accelleration anyway as a natural outcome. There are circum-
stances when there should doubtless be considerable accelleration.
With the emphasis on enrichment we shall think of the goals of
education as the same for all, but the difference v,ill be on of
quality; the appreciations will be different, too. The difference
between a mere performer and the artist illustrates this point.
The mere performer may sing correctlv, but the difference is a
qualitative one.

With what kind of school environment shall we surro-und
these children? Vvhat kind of materials shall v.e use?
Equipment :
There is nothing to Tae suggested for the social studies'
classroom for gifted children which should not he in the ideal
classroom of children of average ahility. Our room shall he a
special subjects' laboratory, bookcases, pictures, v ork tables
v.-ith cabinets and files for carrying on the various activities
and exercises, vith history as the core subject; the reconstruction
of the past will give the teacher excellent opportunities for
detecting special aptitudes, and materials should be devised for the
class for plays, pageants and reproductions of all sorts; musical
instruments should be allowed to make their contribution. Drawing,
printing, and handwork of all sorts will make its contribution.
There must be reference books and plenty of biography carefully
chosen, exhibitions of collections, a hobby corner or better
still, an ante-room. We shall have plenty of visual material
and use it judiciously in our v'ork of reconstruction.
The library should be speciallj'' selected for these children,
alv/ays having in mind qualitative enrichment. Vvhat kind of
appreciations are these children going to need and what problems
must they solve? The fact that these children mature earlier
calls for romantic historical fiction sooner. The enrichment
and deepening of the curriculum is extensive. An intensive
program presents a problem for the teacher of a social subject
who has the initisttive to work out such a plan when the organization
has made provision. There is always the danger of drawing upon
the books of the grades higher up. However, since the literature
on the subject seems to show a decided balance in favor of
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enrichment, it ^)eliooves us then to continue experimentation and.
selection. A nev. type of text is needed. Our present l30oi:s
are directed tov.ard the center, we need equipment that keeps
pace v'ith change and not too soon standardized. V/e need to
provide the gifted with a systematic body of knowled^-e. »Ve
should not deal it out in spoonfuls. Some principles which
should £'Overn the selection of organized history material,
that material v.hich has made for world progress, should include:
(a) Discoveries and resources of nature, (h) The development of
means of cooperation for the common good, (c) Spiritual growth,
art, literature, music, plays, science, philosophy and religion.
There must "be emphasis upon growtt^ of the race through individual
initiative and group cooperation.
The history of civilization for the gifted offers opportunities
for realizing the special ohjectives. Food, clothing, vmrfare,
lator, recreation, all enter in and offer opportunity for group
cooperation and individual research and initiative. Depth has
to do with the presentation of the topic that may lead to the
discovery of its ultimate possibilities. This topic relates
itself logically to allied topics and to the subject as a whole.
Therefore, there must be more demonstrable proof and plausible
inference, through mastery of a subject.
The feelings and policies of the writer in teaching a
social subject to gifted children are sigTiificant in the following:
1. Emphasis upon the sacredness of the gifts and not the person.
2. The dedication of these gifts to human service.
3. The work should be more thorough, more deep and greater
in actual q.uantity.
4. Accepted standardized, traditional ways minimized.
r
5. Time consuming: methods deliteratf-ly introduced.
6. DelilDerately stimulate the creative impulse to vary
and to challenge the established vays
.
7. Special aptitudes searched out through stimuli of all
sorts, aptitude tests and ohservation
3. The prohlera of social ad.justment to receive special attention
9. Originality depends first of all upon knov/ledge of what has
heen dore and hov/. V/e shall train these children in the
choice of masters, models and ideals. These must "be right.
10. In choice of method emphasis should be placed upon (1)
rationalization, (2) mastery of method rather than rule,
(3) originality, (4) individual system of memorization.
11. The reasons for doing things revealed, "To knov/ what
he does v.'hen he does it."
12. We shall give him a mastery of method "by putting him
into possession of the more elementary principles of
the ps5''c>:ology of learning.
13. There will be reduction of drill, explanation and development.
14. Definite instruction in hov; to study independently.
15. Opportunity for all forms of creative worlc, writing
and presentation of plays, pageants, and pantomimes.
16. Definite training in leadership through actual participation.
17. Development in the child of a scientific attitude toward
his own progress and a scientific method of attackingproblems
18i Training in intellectual independence. "Reasonable
dependence .
"
Originality and leadership then, may be amenable to pedagogic
principles and developed through the criteria of common sense
and utility.
V
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EDUCATION FOR MENTALLY LIMITED PUPILS
Although progressive educators agree that every child has
a right to live naturally, happily, and fully as a child; that
human progress depends on the development of each individual
to his full capacity; and that the welfare of human society
requires the development of a strong social consciousness in
each individual, these objectives cgjinot he realized if the
individual is maladjusted. The modern curriculum is still
being laid out for the "average" pupil. Comparatively few
systems are adequately providing for the gifted child. The
mentally limited pupils in any regular classroom group show up
immediately and usually "become a burden to the teacher in charge.
School systems supporting "Special Classes" and "Opportunity
Classes" for pupils whose intelligence q^-iiotients are below
seventy have removed from the regular classes the most serious
cases, but still there remains a large number of pupils whose
intelligence q^uotients are above seventy and belov/ eighty-five.
These pupils are presenting a great problem to the classroom
teacher. Few school systems have made any attempt to provide
adequately for these pupils. The modern progressive "child
centered" schools are making progress in this direction, but
before advances are made with really appreciable results the
school administrator and classroom teacher must realize that
the slightly mentally limited pupil is not only a problem in
the average classroom, but he is a greater problem to society
in general. The future welfare of society requires that these
pupils develop positive attitudes toward life, that they feel
there is a niche that each can fill. It is a challenge to the
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the educational systems to build these attitudes into the
consciousness of the mentally limited pupil. Educators should
no longer deal casually v.ith effects when pupils do not adjust
themselves to the school system. Causes should he the
oh.i active for intensive investigation. Educators must he
v/illin^; to go "hehind the scenes" and, through scientific
analysis of the salient traits of the mentally limited Rupils,
work out a "basis on v/hich efficient educational procedures can
"be effectively applied.
Following are lists of the most common traits of mentally
limited pupils together v;ith suggestion for adapting the
school and classroom work to their needs through administration
and classroom procedure:
Mentally limited pupils have short gpans of attention .
Administrative : Provide short periods. The suhject matter
should he elastic in its contents so that it may he modified
to meet individual and group needs of all the pupils in a
prticular school. Because the span of attention is short
and hecB,use these pu^-ils are unahle to make auick adjustments,
provision for development of definite routine is desirable.
Classroom Procedure : These pupils lack ability to carry a
sequence of ideas long enough to reach a remote point or
conclusion; their problems should be simple. Ten to fifteen
minutes is the usual limit of time that they can concentrate
on any problem. The project should be separated into its elements
and each element be made a simple project within their comprehen-
sion for these pupils that they may experience the joy of
accomplishment. Terchers should endeavor to discover lines
of work in which the pupil has some interest and use these as
1^
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approaches to v.orthv.-hile material in which the pupil has little
or no interest.
Mentally limited pupils are slow in reaction time .
Administrative : Courses and supervision of teachers should
provide for much direct teaching, and repetition of necessary-
details until the points are thoroughly learned. -^here should
he much opportunity for physical activities for training in
coordination of mind and muscle, sJid sense education through
execution
—
games and dramatics. 'i^he minimum essentials of
a pro.iect req.uiring ordinarily two v/eeks to he done the
average pupils should not he attempted in less than three
for these pupils.
Classroom Procedure : These pupils being slov/ reacting mentally
require much time to think things through. They are slov; in
getting started and v.^eak in transfer of knowledge to nev.
situations containing common elements. They cPinnot transfer
out of the original setting. Demonstration of procedures while
the pupil observes is desirable. They should then be allowed
to attempt it under careful supervision, later without super-
vision and be checked by the teacher. Repeating frequently
until by repetition the various points of the process come to
have for them a habitual relation of associations is necessary.
In time the process becomes mechanical. Then, and not until
then has the mentally limited pupil mastered it. In technical
subjects individual instruction is usually necessary.
Mentally limited pupils have a narrow rane:e of interest .
Administrative : Provide courses of study with minimum essential
in a variety of fields including prevocational and vocational
education. These pupils are "slow learning" and need time to
adjust to subject matter, methods and standards suitable to
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their capacities. Place consideralDle emphasis on safety,
social and avocational education. Small erroups for individual
attention is essential. Many field trips are desirable.
Classroom Procedure : Whenever possible malce many local
contacts based on personal experiences and correlate these
v.-ith handvork. Make many demonstrations and experiments.
Stimule interest in the community. Provide much visual material
and a variety of approaches to any subject. Lose no opportunities
to give credit v;here credit is due. Commendations and
enthusiasm are excellent stimulants.
Mentally limited pupils cannot work vith abstractions .
Administrative : Courses should be planned around things
concrete. Nev material different from that usually found in
the traditional curriculum must be incorporated. Text, easy
to read and suited to the physical and social maturity of the
pupils, and containing concrete forms and socially valuable
materials, selected through analysis of daily activities of
children and adults, should be provided. The materials in
the academic curriculum which are most worthv/hile in the
student's life and are of logical social value should be
carefully selected.
Classroom Procedure : These pupils usually succeed in manipulative
skills, but they have difficulty in acc^uiring underlying principles.
They think qiost often in terms of immediate objectives, and
comprehend best things concrete. Emphasis must be placed on
necessary details, not upon broad general principles or ideas.
They generalize and apply processes only to problems v.ell
withingtheir training and experience. They learn best by doing.
Classroom material selected on the basis of its value to the
student and to society should be provided- Observation seems
«
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to indicate that dull pupils are prone to read over and over
a£'ain the same material which is interesting to them and
within their comprehension. It is particularly important
that their work be carefully laid out for them else they
gel bewildered and v;ork aimlessly. A freauent check-up is
necessary. A mentally limited pupil v^ill do a piece 6f v'ork
over and over to get the desired results if he can comprehend
the obje3tiYe, but he is a poor person to work -cLnaided over
the essential details of the plan. He cannot do the thing that
req[uires detail analysis or understanding of abstract ideas.
Provide repetition of the same work, but in various v/ays,
and employ many mechanical devices.
Mentally limited pupils are unable to evaluate their efforts .
Administrative : Schools must recognize the fact that mentally
limited pupils do not have the ability to do successfully
the Vi'ork of the traditional curriculum. It is equally important
that school administrators remember that mentally limited pupils
have some abilities, and that these abilities should be dis-
covered and developed. It is the school that fails and r.ot
the pupils, if they leaves school "ith a sense of failure. It
is the privilege of the school to cooperate with these pupils,
to help them develop the abilities they possess. Providing
differentiated courses of study and follow up ^ ork is necessary
if the purpose of the special opportunities provided for in
the curriculum is to be realized.
Classroom Procedure : These pupils cannot think their way out
of a failure situation even when the situation is fairly
simple. Teachers must be ready to suggest what to do. They
must not forget that simplicity of thought is the keynote for
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success with these pupils. Cne thing should Ido taught at
a time. -^11 sulDject matter should he huilt around simple
life situations in the concrete whenever possible. Mentally-
limited pupils seldom seek "beyond the immediate and the
concrete. Teachers should discover at least one v.orthv/hile
thing at vvhich the mentally limited pupil can succeed, and
hy training him in this let him feel honest success. This
is of paramount importance.
Mentally limited pupils are illogical .
Administrative : Simplicity in the development of all courses
is necessary. Provide many opportunities to ohserve. These
pupils need much definite routine. Provide constant guidance
for all nev- situations. The keynote in education of the
mentally limited pupil is the establishment of efficient hahits.
He is not capable of constant adjustment to nev' situations.
Departmental vork is not desirable. Provide much guidance
in choice of subjects and courses.
Classroom Procedure : These pupils are very limited in the
number of ideas pertaining to a subject or to any given number
of subjects, and are unable to organize them. The amount of
material assimilated and used in a given situation is limited.
They are often pattern reacting individuals, for, lacking the
ability to organize things for themselves, they try to live
by rule of thumb. They have little initiative and are better
at execution than at planning. Hence, carefully planned
lessons should be provided for them. They understand and
learn general processes through situations in which specific
habits and automatic responses are formed. Hence, provide
much illustrative material, examples, visual appeals, etc.
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Teachers should try to see the prohlems from the pupil's
view-point. They must rememher that the mind's eye of the
mentally limited pupil sees almost everything as indistinctly
as the normal physical eye sees objects at tv;ilight. They
need constant guidance and encouragement from the teacher.
Assignments should "be short, definite, concise v/ith direct
units of material distinctly and plainly set forth. They are
almost always unatle to follow complex directions. They
Cannot carry a sequence of ideas for long. All assignments
must he deliherately made, explained and checked to see that
they are really understood.
Mentally limited pupils are unable to generalize.
Administrative
:
Make units of vork short with immediate
objectives. Use good simple materials. Relationship in
subject matter must be clearly indicated. Provide vocational
and curriculum guidance, much hand work, mechanical vocational
opportunities and avocational outlets.
Classroom Procedure: Provide much variety in types of drill
work. These pupils lac!^ the power to take a body of material
and out of it to draw facts Vi/hich are pertinent to the problem in
a given situation. Simple questions follov/ing the deductive method
can be used for simple problems. They understand and learn
general processes through situations in which specific habits
and automatic responses are found. It is better to take a short,
concise, definite unit of material and teach and reteach it until
they get the pattern. Specific habits of study and living
must be formed early. In making assignments for these pupils
the teacher must remember the mental age. Rational judgment
cannot be expected from a pupil ten years old mentally even
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though he be twelve years old. chronologically. They are
nnable to reason out general principles or methods of attack.
They learn largely ty imitation and successive experiences.
There must te direct teaching in all the important elements
of instruction.
Educators are confronted with the task of providing
adequate opportunities for adjustment for mentally limited
pupils. Too often this challenge has been ignored, but
regardless of what changes may be mace in the curriculum,
the courses of study, grouping, or teaching methods, the
fundamental nuclei, for their future development socially and
morally is pupil interest. The secret of success in teaching
these pupils is the building of positive civic attitudes.
For the realization of this objective the pupil's interests
must be aroused. For him, education must seem desirable. He
must feel that it contributes to the fullness of his immediate
existance. It must be humanized. The successful teacher v/ill
give special attention to individual needs. He will diagnose
the pupil's capacities and limitations and interpret the
curriculum in terms of his abilities and future development.
Accomplishments for mentally limited pupils should be evaluated
with due consideration to the individual's original mental
eouipment. As is the case vith the normal or gifted child,
his attainments are in direct proportion to his capacity to learn
The amount of intelligence endowed by nature upon the
individual differs as does every other human cuality be it
mental, physical or emotional. The fact that one child is
blest with a keen superactive mind v.liile his brother is
born with inferior mentality does not give society aTiy
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reasona"ble excuse for neglecting either of these extremes
while it concentrates its ma.ior educational activities on
the average child. It is the community's duty to diagnose
the disabilities of the mentally limited child and provide
him with those educational opportunities vhich will develop
emotional stability, stimulate positive social attitudes, and
mal^e him at least self-supporting. Ther, , and not until
then, will the mentally limited pupil "become an asset rather
than a liability to society.
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GUIDANCE
In order that a more satisfactory adjustment of pupils in
school may "be made early and thus reduce the number of cases
of maladjustment and retardation, the follov-in^: outline of
guidance is suggested for grades I-IX:
For those who wish to organize a child centered school
w^hich vill offer real guidance for life, the choice of teachers
w^ho !know the value of their suhject in life and v.ho will
explain that value and impress it upon the pupils, is a
paramount consideration. These teachers have ohjects in life.
They lead a purposeful existence and therelty offer strong
incentives to pupils to prepare to do likewise.
These teachers v.ill teach each subject so as to shov. its
occupational value. This means that the teacher should have
a wide knowledge of occupations. Every subject should he so
taught as to show the existence of the problems still to he
solved in connection with it.
The definite study of occupations should start very early
probably in the first or second grades. Even young children
Can be encouraged to loo!^ around them and to inquire about and
tell about the occupations of their parents, relatives and
neighbors. After a year or tv o of this rather unsystematic
random study of familiar occupations, a more intensive study
of occupations should be looked into. In the fifth or sixth
grades this should be done. A study of rural and urban
occupations should be pursued. The rural occupations with
emphasis on problems calling for solution. In dealing with
manufacturing besides studying the work advantages and
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disadvantages the problems nov; pressing for attention should
be given proper emphasis. In the junior high school at least
one period a week should he devoted to an intelligent discussion
of occupations. This should he a study of the opportunities
for continued education and training of all sorts, aJid planning
hy each pupil of one of the several possible programs for
future training and development. Th-e pupil should not get the
impression that there is anything final about his occupational
plans. He should get the feeling that he is aiming to get
somev/here. Through the junior and senior high schools there
should be many individual conferences Vr-ith men and v/omen capable
of advising pupils relative to courses bordering on different
life occupations. Tryout courses of eight or ten weeks in
junior high and early in Technical and Commercial High Schools
have been cuite successful.
After a pupil has gone through a tryout course, he should
be nearly ready to select some line of training around v.hich
to organize his program for the remainder of his time in the
school.
The guidance director should have the young vorkeis for an
hour or so a vveek in order to shov^ them hovv to look for the
interesting things in their jobs and the vork v/ith which they
are connected, for the problems to be solved and for the
possibilities in them.
Before the pupils leave the secondary school they should
have formed their plans for continuing future training. The
person in charge of guidance should hold group meetings and
individual conferences and explain to the pupils the possibilities
in different lines of activities.

Complete livirt; cannot "be met "by tecljiical trainin£- nor
"by narrov/ineT specialization. V.'e need liberal education, real
and v/orthy of the name, an education adequate to present needs
v;hile extending its ran£-e, and potent enough to develop
individual and collective self-control. Effective guidance
does not stop vith an interviev; vdth the child, "but must confer
with the teacher concerned as to the ambitions, interests, end
handicaps of the child. ITor is this enough'. Children must
"be grouped together, not only according to their mental age
but also according to their ambitior and purposes. ^he class
that the teacher faces from da:/ to day should have its ovm
common interest and purposes, a mutual problem. Then v.e
shall have a group solving a group problem v.hich is at the
same time a problem for each individual
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PROKOTIOITS
The world is comirg to the realization that the educational
work of the future v;ill cover the two great fields wLich are
quite different in their purposes. One concerns the transmission
of available Imowledge to the incoming generation, the other
relates to the intellectual and spiritual growth for development
or en.loyment by the individual after maturity is reached.
Only remote facts remain constant. The present age is a
rapidly changing one and "because conditions under which pupils
work and live are constantly changing, educational procedure
should "be "based upon the changing needs of society which the
school serves. Hence, the need lor continuous study of the
hases and procedures of pupil promotion.
The follov;ing outline of a plan for promotion is suggested:
In our crowded "buildings v/here the class enrollment is
large, and assistants or coaching teachers are not provided,
the following plan is suggested for promotion without increasing
the cost of education:
For every five classes in one grade have one class under
a rearranged program for over-aged retarded pupils and other
pupils v;ho for various reasons are una"ble to keep up with the
work of a normal or low normal class. This class could be
kn-OVvH as an adjustment class since a pupil would not remain in
it if it wer evident that he could do the required work of a normal
class. The administrative difficulties would be fev up to grade
seven. In many junior high schools the pupils are promoted to
senior high on a certain point requirement. It vould not be
*
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necessary or vise to put the adjustment classes under a point
reouirement. If, for instance, a pupil in the ninth grade
adjustment class should show evidence of l3eing capable of
pursuing to advantage a stgjidard ninth grade program, give
that pupil the point requirement for admission to that grade.
Such cases vould douhtless he fev/. There should he adjustment
classes in grades X, XI, XII, entirely free from college
college requirements for graduation. At the end of the tv.elfth
year the school could graduate from this department as v.ell as
from any other. This scheme would he conduciverto a hetter
social education than ve nov; have where msiny pupils from 15
years to 17 years of age are in the seventh or eighth grade
with pupils from 11 to 13 years of age. 26fo of our pupils leav
school during the adolescent period because they cajinot conform
to the school academic requirement as regards promotion. (1)
Many stay in until the^^ have reached the working age and then
leave having had one, tvo, or three years of failure. These
pupils with our present industrial organization csnnot all
find suitable employment, if they succeed in finding 9.ny at all.
Rather than have them in the community v;here they are
responsible to no one in particular we should keep as many as
possible under the supervision of the schools for social reasons.
Many more will stay in school if they feel they are progressing,
if only from one adjustment class to another. It is at this
time that pupils of lov; I.Q. develop negative tendencies and
probably many of the criminals of today did not get the proper
Note 1. --Annie Inskeep, Educational Research Mata::ine, i-ay
1929, page 27.
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reaction to society during: the adolescent period. These pupils
must "be helped to feel that t> ere is something v.'orthv;hile they
can do and do it veil. If this social supervision helps to
prevent crime any city should feel justified in spending
large sums of money for more social education. A pupil in
an adjustment class would be entitled to all the advantages
of the pupils in corresponding normal gra.de classes as
regards club work, athletics, class officers, etc. These social
contacts help to make each individual fill his niche in the
community, and v.e can at least stimulate positive rather
than negative reactions toward the community.
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SUMMARY
The history of education in the United States since 1600
shows that educators have heen trying to develop a system of
education for the masses. Thus originated the present lock-
^ step plan of public education.
By 1350 the rigid graded lockstep plan was in common
practice throughout most of the country. Because the courses
and grades were planned for the average child, the gifted and
mentally limited children hegan to shov; up as problems in
adjustment. In studying the causes of retardation and
malad,1ustment in public schools of the United States there is
sufficient evidence to prove that the problem of proper
pupil placement is the most serious problem facing progressive
educators today. According to the best authorities and recent
investigations pupils fail to progress through the traditional
course of study chiefly for the following reasons: Poor
teaching, faulty administration, faulty curriculum, failure
of educators to consider individual differences in pupils,
physical defects of pupils, lack of guidance, domination of
college entrance examinations, inaccurate tests and examinations
as measures of pupil progress, mental incapacity, and the lack
of reading ability.
In determining what is the best procedure or what are the
first steps to be taken to eliminate the chief causes of
^ retardation and malad.^us tment of pupils a better understanding
of the psychology of the children, a more varied and adjustable
course of study, more guidance and better trained teachers
seem to be the first requisites.
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Better aJid more sjientif ic supervision would help to put
promotions on a better articulated basis. By the use of
star.dardized tests follov/ed up by remedial vork ^^here needed,
and a study of pupils through individual case histories, a
decrease in the number of cases of retardation would be
realized
.
An investigation made in Everett, Massachusetts, to
determine the causes of 714 pupils out of 8104 being retarded
during the school year 1929 and 1930, it was found that
double schools, no course adapted to the needs of certain
pupils, lack of guidance, mental limitation, poor health ajid
poor teaching v.ere the chief causes. As a result of this
investigation it is recommended that if the public schools of
Everett are to give to the children of that city the type of
education and the quality of care to v;hich they are entitled,
double schools should be eliminated, more educational and
vocational guidance should be given, more care should be given
to the grouping of children, psychological clinics should be
established, better provision should be made for mentally
limited pupils, greater emphasis should be placed on health
education, teachers with more definite standards of educational
accomplishment should be provided, and a course of study should
be furnished for each subject to be taught.
Remedial procedures which will help to decrease retardation
and malad,1ustment of pupils would include a ease curriculum for
a three year high school. Each pupil will constitute a case
for a director of guidance. He must take certain rec^uired courses
for four years. The other subjects known as electives and by far
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representing the major part of the course, should be left to
the pupil's choice. The pupil would then he placed in a
case group in size consistent v/ith economical education.
The pupils of the groups resemhle each other in the possession
of qualities significant to their education. The v/ork must he
so arranged that the proper amount of suitable work is reauired
of each case group.
Special provision should he made for gifted and mentally
limited pupils. The amount of intelligence endov/ed hy nature
upon the individual differs as does any other human q.uality.
The fact that one child is horn v.-ith a superactive mind v.hile
his brother is bom v;ith inferior mentality does not give
society any reasonable excuse for neglecting either of these
extremes v.hile it concentrates its major educational activities
on the average child.
Schools should give the pupils more guidance. This should
include academic, social, avocational, vocational and physical.
It should have as its objective a liberal education, real and
v.orthjr of its name, an education adequate to present needs
v/hile extending its range, and potent enough to develop
individual and collective self control.
More attention must be given to promotion standards by
school administrators and teachers, that a more uniform plan of
pupil progress may be developed.
Whither the lock-step plan of public education? Educating
children en masse and at the same time giving individual
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instruction is the greatest prolDlem facing educators today.
This investigation shows that there is a great need for more
education directed tov.ard the tasl^; of i:roviding adequately
for individual differences in children. Until a more
satisfactory plan is evolved, pupils vvill continue to fail,
and, in this respect our systems of putlic education are
failing in their duty to the individual.
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